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Vito Marchese

Chicago guitarist on his work with Novembers Doom, The Kahless Clone
and his tablature publishing company, Resistance HQ Publishing.
Vito Marchese jumped straight in the deep end when he joined
Novembers Doom in 2005. He was 23 and the band — started in 1989 as a
death/thrash band called Laceration before shifting styles to death/doom
and ultimately changing its name in 1992 — was coming into sharp focus
after recruiting ex-Neurotoxin guitarist Larry Roberts and releasing two
solid albums in 2000 and 2002 for Massachusetts label Dark Symphonies.
Vito’s entry to the band coincided with the beginning of three important
events: the band’s signing with New York’s The End Records, who would go
on to release the band’s next six albums; the band’s promotion of long-time
collaborator Chris Wisco (Belle City Sound) to producer; and the hiring of
Swedish death metal legend Dan Swanö (Unisound) to mix. Since then, the
band has released a steady string of well-produced albums with Wisco and
Swanö at the boards and played extensively throughout North America
and Europe. Their latest album, Nephelim Grove came out in late 2019 on
Prophecy Productions.
In addition to his work with Novembers Doom, Vito has released two albums
of proggy instrumental post-metal with his band The Kahless Clone, founded
Resistance HQ Publishing (a company for publishing guitar tablature),
released an album with Chicago prog-metallers Divinity Compromised,
and guested on several albums for other artists.
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How have you been holding up during
the pandemic?
I’ve been doing really well. I’ve actually
been able to get a lot of stuff done that
I didn’t have the time for before. I’ve
been working on more tab books for
Novembers Doom, playing/practicing a
lot more guitar, and just enjoying my free
time the best I can. I’d much rather be
out there doing shows, but this has been
a nice break for me. Let’s just hope it
doesn’t last too much longer.
Nephelim Grove is Novembers Doom’s
first album for Prophecy Productions.
How did that deal come together?
I don’t have all the details since Paul
(Kuhr, vocals) primarily dealt with that,
but I do know that they were fans of ours
for a long time, and when we announced
that we were looking for a new home
they answered the call. We ended up
doing their Prophecy Fest in Brooklyn, NY
in November of 2018. I think doing that
show and meeting the heads of the label

was a really good experience for both
parties. We got to see firsthand how they
treated their artists and they got to see
how we were as people. We couldn’t be
happier with our decision to join their
roster.
The new album came out last
November. How much were you able to
do before coronavirus hit?
We made a couple music videos and
a couple playthrough videos, played a
Chicago show where we performed the
entire new album live, and got to perform
again on the 70,000 Tons of Metal cruise
leading up to the shutdown. We were
supposed to play at this year’s Maryland
Deathfest and we had an Australian
tour booked for this summer, but those
obviously got cancelled, unfortunately.
How long does it typically take
Novembers Doom to write an album?
About a year from the first day of writing
until we get into the studio. Just keep
in mind that a lot of times we’ll spend
three months writing an album and then
throwing most of those song ideas away
and starting over from scratch. We can be
pretty hard on ourselves when it comes
to the quality of songs that we want to
put out there. I need to get through three
or four terrible songs ideas of my own
before I get in the groove of writing a
new album.

that verse short”, etc. Or he may want us
to change chord progressions to better
suit a vocal melody/pattern he’s come
up with. Sometimes suggestions like that
really make a song come out great.
How do you go about pre-production?
Larry and I sit down and record rough
guitar tracks to a click and give them to
Garry so he can record drums over them.
Usually, Garry will just set up a couple of
mics in his rehearsal room and record his
drums while he listens to the tracks in
his in-ears. We’ll take those drum tracks
and touch up any guitar parts that we
think should match those drums better.
Then Mike will record his bass ideas over
those tracks and we just keep building on
these rough recordings until we get close
to what the final song will be. After that,
we’ll send it off to Paul so he can start
really hearing everything to construct his
vocal melodies and patterns better.
What does Chris Wisco (producer) bring
to the table?
Chris has become an extremely important part of our sound. We’ll send him
our pre-production demos before we go
into the studio so he can get a good feel
of the songs. He always has awesome

ideas about what tones we should think
about using, adding extra elements to
the music that we didn’t think of, and
especially teaming up with Paul when it
comes to producing the vocals. Working
with Chris at his studio is such a great
experience. It’s fun, laid back, really
comfortable to work at and we always
come out of there with a better album
than we walked in with.
Dan Swanö has been mixing the band
as long as Chris has been producing it.
Do you know anything about their
working relationship?
Dan and Chris have worked very closely
together since we have been using that
team. Dan has some specific requests
when it comes to micing up drums and
how he likes to get tracks to make sure
he can do the best job he can. Chris has
always been accommodating to Dan’s
requests and is always a team player
when it comes to getting us the best final
product we can get.
How closely does the band work with
Dan on mixes?
We work very closely with Dan on mixes,
but Dan usually nails the “final” mix in
the first pass and we just have some

What’s the writing process like?
Usually Larry or I will come in with a riff
or a song idea that we’ve worked on at
home. These ideas may just be a few
seconds of music, or they might be a
somewhat complete song. That’s always
a good starting point for us so that when
we do get together in a room, we have
something to work on/jam on. There are
times though when we are setting up
our gear to rehearse and Garry will start
warming up on drums and we just start
playing to him and have come up with
songs that way.
Does Paul get involved in composing
and arranging?
Paul doesn’t necessarily get involved
when it comes to actually composing the
music since he doesn’t play an instrument per se, but he does get involved in
the arranging of the songs. For instance,
he might say something like “I’m not
feeling the flow of this song, can you try
adding a different bridge in there or cut
Novembers Doom, Nephilim Grove (Prophecy Productions, 2019)

minor tweaks we’d like to see changed.
We’ll go back and forth with him until
both parties think we have the best mix
we can get.
Any difficulties working with someone
so far away?
It doesn’t present any real challenges
since we can do everything through
file sharing now. We’ll either send
him a hard drive that has everything
he needs or upload the tracks to
his private server. The time zone
does make a minor inconvenience
sometimes, but it’s nothing major.
The band has been releasing albums
every 2 to 3 years since its inception.
What have you seen since joining in
2003 that contributes to the band’s
longevity and consistency?
I think the main thing is the fact that
we can all get on the same page when it
comes to what we think our next step as
a band should be. We’ve gone through
member changes since I’ve joined, but
the core members all have a vision that
we try to get everyone on board with
when we do find new members.

Does the band work in cycles of writing
and recording one year, promoting and
touring the next year, or is it more of
a continuous process where all of it
happens simultaneously?
Our typical cycle is we’ll spend around a
year writing and reworking a new album
and then spend about two months or so
recording, mixing and mastering it. Once
that gets handed into the label, we typically have a few months before it gets
released to the public. During that time
we get a game plan together on how we
are going to promote the album and start
looking at booking shows/tours once it is
released, etc.
Since Mike (Feldman, bass) and Garry
(Naples, drums) joined (2009/2012),
the lineup has been stable. How has
that affected the band?
There is so much less to worry about.
When we get together to write, rehearse,
or plan stuff, the five of us understand
what our roles are. We also know what
our strengths and weaknesses are. That’s
a very big deal in a band situation. You
need to be able to trust that the people
you are with are going to show up and be
consistent in their roles.

Novembers Doom spends a fair amount
of time Europe. How is touring there
different from the US?
Touring in Europe is such an incredible
experience. A majority of our fanbase is
over there, so the shows are really good.
We don’t get to do as much sightseeing
as I’d love to do, but we are able to visit
some amazing places outside of just
performing at the venues. The drives are
also much shorter between cities than
they are in the US, so that’s definitely a
plus.
Any issues with visas or work permits?
We try to do everything by the book and
get all the paperwork in order before
we even step foot on a plane. There
was an instance where that was not an
option: We had a show in Manchester,
England where we didn’t have the proper
paperwork and were almost denied entry
into the country. Luckily we were able
to get in, but when we got to the show
it turned out the promoter had skipped
town with the pre-sale money, the doors
to the venue were chained shut and the
show never happened. We are still pretty
sore about the fact that we have never
performed in England. That will hopefully
change soon.

II. The Kahless Clone
Where does Novembers Doom end and
your instrumental band The Kahless
Clone begin? They’re very different
end products but one could imagine
some of these ideas taking root just as
easily in Novembers Doom.
It’s hard to draw the line. Since I write
the foundation of all the music in The
Kahless Clone, there are going to be
similarities to my normal writing style
that I use in Novembers Doom. The
main difference is I know when I want to
incorporate some electronic elements
to a Kahless song that I couldn’t bring
into Novembers Doom. I also have the
freedom to explore ideas that don’t have
to rely on vocals to carry some of the
emotion behind the music.
Is this band a vehicle for your
compositions or is it collaborative?
I write all the basic foundations of the
songs and have a pretty clear idea of
how I want the song to come out in the
The Kahless Clone, Our Never-ending Loneliness (self-released, 2017)

end. With that being said, I wouldn’t be
able to get the final product without all
the other members of the band contributing their ideas to the table. Having Ben,
Garry, Zach, and Larry adding their ideas
really take the songs to a level that I
could never bring them to myself.
Ben Johnson’s keyboards add a lot to
pieces, like that synth on “I Can Almost
Reach You.” Are you composing those
parts as well?
I do create the basic keyboard melodies
when I present the rough song recordings to the guys. Ben is able to take those
melodies I’ve come up with and really
embellish on them and flush them out
better. Our songs rely heavily on the
keyboards to add a lot of the melody and
emotion to the songs. The songs wouldn’t
be the same without Ben’s input.
Are Garry Naples and Larry Roberts
still involved?
Garry and Larry are very much still
involved with The Kahless Clone. Garry
brings so much to the table with his
drum ideas and performance. Larry
comes up with great bass lines that I
wouldn’t have thought of. I’m extremely
lucky to be able to play with some of the
best musicians in Chicago.

III. Resistance HQ Publishing
Why did you start Resistance HQ?
I’ve been obsessed with guitar tabs since
I started playing guitar. I learned how to
play guitar using tabs, I always transcribe
the music I write with Guitar Pro and I
always use guitar tabs to show people
how to play songs. I wanted to turn that
obsession into a service that I could offer
bands. Smaller tier bands, unfortunately,
aren’t given an option to have their guitar
tabs published by a company unless they
sell a certain amount of books to make it
worth it. I was frustrated with that when
it came to my own band, so I figured
why not just start my own publishing
company instead.
Can bands publish their album
tablature through your company?
Absolutely.
How does that deal work?
The beauty is there are no upfront costs
to the band. The basic arrangement is

Novembers Doom tab books from Vito’s Resistance HQ Publishing company

either I can transcribe the guitar parts
for the band or they can supply the
tabs themselves. I create the books and
handle all the storage/shipping/distribution of the tabs. The guitar tabs are sold
as part of a licensing deal so the band
would get a percentage of each sale.
They can also buy books directly from me
so they can sell them at shows or on tour.
What does the band need to provide?
I need the band to provide the artwork
from the album and the stem tracks from
the album. With those, I can transcribe
the music and get the book covers made.
In general, what are some benefits of
tabbing out one’s compositions?
There are a lot of benefits. You can offer
to sell these transcriptions to your fans
to earn another stream of revenue for
your band. Novembers Doom has been
able to earn extra money by selling our
Nephilim Grove guitar tabs. We’re able
to put that money towards band-related
expenses such as getting more merch,
having money for future travel plans, etc.
If you have to replace a member of your
band or you have to get someone to fill
in for a show/tour, it’s a lot easier and
faster for someone to learn your songs
if they have the guitar tabs. And in case
you forget how to play your own songs,
well all you have to do is dig out the tab
and you’re ready to rock. Larry, Mike, and
I have also used the Nephilim Grove tabs
to remember how to play some parts of
the songs we just got done recording a
few months ago.

IV. Wrap up
How do you balance Novembers Doom,
Kahless, publishing, work and home life?
It can be tough. I knew that I wanted
music to be the most important thing in
my life from a very early age. Because I
knew that going in, I’ve set my life up to
be able to put music as my number one
priority. I believe that in order to be a
successful creative person, you need to
be very selfish with your free time. You
also need to use your free time wisely.
Instead of watching TV for 4 hours after
work (which I have done a lot), spend
those hours doing something productive
that helps you reach your goals.
Have you invested time, sweat or
money in anything over your career
that has paid off particularly well in
the long run? Gear, touring, learning to
sight read, meditation…
Sticking with Novembers Doom. We’ve
had a lot of ups and downs in our
careers, but we always end up on top of
it at the end of the day. I’ve been able
to accomplish so many of my life goals
because of Novembers Doom. I’ve been
fortunate to travel all over the world and
perform in front of people that have such
a connection with our music. It’s truly an
amazing experience and I will always be
grateful for the opportunities I’ve had. 
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Earsplit PR

New York veterans delivering exposure to the masses.
INTERVIEW BY CHRIS WOZNIAK

Working with a roster of bands like the one curated by Liz Ciavarella-Brenner
and Dave Brenner — collectively known as Earsplit PR — might lead some
to rest upon their laurels. Not this duo. Twenty-some-odd years after its
inception, Earsplit is still serving up top-notch public relations that has
earned them a reputation as the go-to PR firm for heavy and extreme music.
Given that experience, along with having worked in and around the likes of
Nuclear Blast Records and the legendary periodical Metal Maniacs, it should
come as no surprise that these two have a lot of insight and stories to share.
It had been a while since I caught up with Liz and Dave, so I sent them a few
topics to riff upon from the Earsplit Compound in Congers, New York.
Tell us a little bit about Earsplit...
LCB: Earsplit PR is an independent, fullservice public relations team, the core of
which is myself and my husband/partner
in crime Dave Brenner. With a combined
forty years of experience within the
music industry — my resume includes
Head of PR at Nuclear Blast Records as
well as a near ten-year tenure at longrunning national print magazine Metal
Maniacs (RIP) and internships in the PR
departments of Earache, Roadrunner,
and Code Blue (Atlantic) Records, while
Dave has held both retail and publicity
positions at Nuclear Blast Records, Now
Or Never, and Very Distribution among
others. Earsplit was established in 1999
and has since represented countless
artists and tours/events, creating
targeted PR campaigns for maximum
exposure.
What are some of the higher profile
bands you represent?
DB: We currently represent Sunn O))),
Corrosion of Conformity, Neurosis,
Today Is The Day, Morbid Angel,
Goatwhore, Eyehategod, Power Trip,
The Lost Dog Street Band, Jesus Piece,
Blut Aus Nord, Pelican, Vastum,
Tomb Mold, Creeping Death,
Toxic Holocaust, Primitive Man,
Insect Ark, Godthrymm, Necrot,
Ulcerate, This Will Destroy You,
En Minor, Incantation, Ulthar, Kool Keith,
Xibalba, Ascension Of The Watchers,
Enterprise Earth, Plague Years, and
others. It’s a constantly morphing
roster. We never sit still.

How long have you been at it?
LCB: Earsplit PR was accidentally launched
two decades ago. I had interned at
various label publicity departments
throughout college in the mid-late ‘90s
including Earache, Roadrunner, Thirsty
Ear, and Atlantic Records’ now defunct
blues imprint, Code Blue. Nuclear Blast’s
Paula Hogan hired me full time during
the last semester of my senior year. I took
night classes to keep the job and she was
amazing enough to allow me the time I
needed for finals to still graduate. At that
time, Nuclear Blast’s US headquarters
were still located in Philadelphia. I was
working with Paula in their NYC “satellite
office” where we shared space with MIA
and newly launched Tee Pee Records.
Tony Presedo (Tee Pee) had asked me
to help him with publicity for a new NY
stoner rock band called Chrome Locust.
They were a trio featuring D Generation
members — drummer Michael Wildwood
and guitarist Todd Youth (rest in peace —
Todd had also played with Agnostic Front
and Murphy’s Law and so many others
post CL) and bassist Jim Heneghan. It
was their self-titled debut that to this
day blows my mind every time I hear
it. The Nuclear Blast roster at the time
was mostly death and black metal so
handling Chrome Locust during my off
hours didn’t seem like a conflict and
I went for it. Things slowly blossomed
from there. I helped out with more of
the early Tee Pee signings: The Atomic
Bitchwax, Nebula, Boulder, etc. Eventually
I connected with Greg Anderson from
Southern Lord Records who heard about
me through Tee Pee and that was really

when Earsplit PR came to be. Southern
Lord was just starting out. I started promoting early recordings from Sunn O))),
Boris, Warhorse, Mondo Generator,
etc. Even back then, it was easy to see
Southern Lord was on to something
special. We work with Southern Lord to
this day. I juggled both worlds handling
Nuclear Blast by day and the side stuff
at all odd hours of the night and loved
every minute of it.
Dave was hired at Nuclear Blast a few
months after I was. He did retail at their
Philly office. We spoke on the phone a
lot and eventually met at a Milwaukee
Metal Fest and were instant office pals.
Nuclear Blast eventually partnered with
Century Media in late 2000 and moved
to California. I had the option to move
with them and though I adored working
with the label, I wasn’t ready for a move
to the opposite coast. I stayed behind
and handled Earsplit full time until I was
hired by Metal Maniacs in early 2001. By
then Dave and I were dating. He took a
job at Very Distro in Philadelphia and was
helping with Earsplit on and off before

he moved to New York and took a job at
Now Or Never Records. Juggling Earsplit
with Metal Maniacs was not only difficult,
it felt like too much of a conflict of
interest and I decided I needed to back
off publicity for a while.
As timing would have it, Now Or Never
shut down and Dave needed a job. So
he took Earsplit and ran with it. I’m not
sure either one of us thought it would
be a long-term thing and certainly didn’t

Walk us through a day in the life at Earsplit.
DB: Coffee/email/phone calls/repeat.
Days are long and generally include a lot
of reading, writing, re-writing, editing,
coordinating press plans, setting up
interviews, scheduling, rescheduling,
wrestling with glitches in social media
land, keeping the website up-to-date, etc.
Liz handles a lot of the touring side of
things and is always wrangling guest lists
and such. There are constant deadlines
to meet and such.

In the age of the internet, everything you say can
and will be scrutinized. Mind your manners, think
before you speak — that goes for interviews and
to fans/potential fans — and realize that someone,
somewhere is always paying attention. ~LCB
think we’d be answering interviews about
it 20 years later. Metal Maniacs shut down
in 2009 around the time when the internet
had officially taken over. At that point, Dave
was killing it with Earsplit but was also
desperate for help. That’s when I stepped
back in full-time… and here we are.

I have my own act, Gridfailure, so I work
on new recording, videos, art, and book
shows for that after the Earsplit day is
done and Liz still does some freelance
metal writing among other extra curriculars, so the hustle generally continues on
other levels until we just pass out.

Where is the Earsplit Compound?
DB: We relocated from Brooklyn, New
York to Rockland County, just over the
Hudson, North of NYC about twelve years
ago. Still close enough to the city but far
more square footage to work with. The
“Compound” aspect basically started in
the early 2000s, back in Brooklyn, when
I was taking Earsplit from a part-time
to full-time status. We were looking for
an identity other than simply having
“PR,” “Promotions,” or “Media” in our
name. I always felt “bunkered-in” when
working for twelve-hours straight in
our 400-square-foot Brooklyn box and
was always jokingly making references
to what was going on, “here at the
compound,” so it just spawned from that.
We also didn’t want to limit the company
to doing just publicity. We’ve launched
some random ventures under the Earsplit
umbrella including small label and
mailorder shop. However, we do keep
hurricane matches, crank flashlights,
candles, solar chargers, beans, and sharp
blades at the ready. I can totally handle
myself in the wild. And yes, there may be
snares in the perimeter.

LCB: I once heard someone liken being a
publicist to being surrounded by raging
fires with only a cup of water to put
them out and only a few minutes to do
it before everything burns to the ground.
It’s not entirely off the mark. We are
perpetually busy but because we’re also
in a position to only take on bands we
truly love, there’s a certain satisfaction
that always comes out of the stress and
insanity of the day-to-day grind.
Who’s your ideal client?
LCB: An ideal client contacts us well
in advance, has a clear vision of what
they’re looking for, is prepared with
assets (i.e. proper band photos, album
art etc.), asks questions when they’re
not clear on something, stays in regular
contact, develops ideas with us and is on
top of their proverbial game.
When is the “right” time for a band to
seek your services?
LCB: In the case of a standard record
campaign, the earlier the better. We
like to work at least 8 weeks in advance

but the more set up time, the better,
especially when it comes to pitching
long-lead press.
DB: Definitely not after your record is
released. It seems to be a modern quirk
these days where bands reach out for
PR services either a few days before a
record’s release or after they release a
record which tends to decrease coverage
opportunities a bit.
Can unsigned bands find PR willing to
work with them?
DB: Absolutely. We can’t speak for all
publicists, but as far as Earsplit, we are
DIY and work with DIY acts and independent artists, self-owned labels operating
out of a garage, and more. If you’re
willing to put the work in and handle all
aspects of releasing a record on your
own, and you do it properly, it may work
out better for you in the long run. You
retain the rights to your material, have
full creative control, and can work on
your own budgets/time constraints.
What should a small band on an
independent label realistically expect
from a PR firm? What can they do to
help? What should they not do?
DB: We generally approach a record the
same way whether it’s on a label or an
independent release. We are still here to
promote the album to press for reviews,
interviews, and specialty coverage either
way. The main thing not to do is, as I
mentioned earlier, wait until the record
is on the verge of release or already
released to map out a promo campaign.
Advance preparation is key and that goes
for all aspects of a record’s set up, not
just the press end. Also, don’t expect
press or any one aspect of the promotion
“machine” to sell your record and blow
you up; be prepared to work just as hard
on your end to fuel the campaign and
maximize ammo we can then take to
the public.
LCB: Be realistic. Realize that being on
a label is a step in the overall growth
process as is having a publicist to help
promote your output. Sometimes small,
relatively unknown bands join our roster,
look at the bigger bands we work with,
past and present, and assume that we’ll
launch them to that level a few months
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Part of excelling in this business is having a thick skin and not
everyone is going to love a band’s music. Sometimes bad reviews
happen. Learn from them, deal with them, move on. ~LCB
after we’re hired without realizing that
we worked with a lot of those bands for
multiple years and multiple releases.
It’s a process, one that takes work and
patience on all ends.
Something else to remember: part of
excelling in this business is having a
thick skin and not everyone is going to
love a band’s music. Sometimes bad
reviews happen. Learn from them, deal
with them, move on. Calling out mags for
negative record or live reviews on social
media or worse, going after a specific
writer is not only bad PR, it makes
the band appear childish, petty, and
super lame.
Finally, keep in touch with your publicist
and stay ahead of things. As magical as
we try to be, we aren’t mind readers.

We won’t know a band is going on tour
or just fired a member or blew their
transmission on the way to the next
show if said band doesn’t give us a
heads up. There’s nothing worse than a
publicist finding out some critical news
about an artist they’re working with on
social media.
Do you have any advice for bands new
to being interviewed?
LCB: Be sober, be genuine, stay on topic,
don’t badmouth your bandmates or other
bands, keep your band drama private
and always remember that what you say
matters, regardless of the size of an outlet.
In the age of the internet, everything you
say can and will be scrutinized. Mind
your manners, think before you speak
— that goes for interviews and to fans/
potential fans — and realize that someone,

somewhere is always paying attention.
Once something is said, it’s often difficult
to retract unless what’s being reported is
somehow factually incorrect.
Do you have any advice for a new band
just getting started?
LCB: There is no magic formula.
Obviously creating quality music is
first and foremost. Also being able to
translate that sound in a live setting.
Putting on a captivating live show and
connecting with your audience is integral.
Some bands put out earth shattering
records but put on snooze-worthy shows.
No matter the genre, the live show is
crucial. Being regularly active on the
live circuit is also important. A strong
social media presence is always helpful
to draw people in… and also supporting
other bands — local bands in your area,

bands you’ve played with, bands you’re
just a fan of, etc. It’s the best form of
networking and very cyclical.
DB: There are many factors involved for
a band to break out; publicity, touring,
radio, advertising, distribution, fan
interaction, and more. Having hometown
support and a solid fanbase to start,
then getting support from a label or team
that really wants to see you explode
and brings on a solid promo plan are
major factors. However, there’s no
definitive answer. If you’re not prepared
to go virtually full-time and break your
back working, don’t expect to take over
the world.
In the last few years, what have you
seen as the most successful paths/
methods bands are using to get
signed?
LCB: It’s all case-dependent and I’m
not sure there’s one specific method or
model to adhere to. Sometimes good
timing and just knowing the right people
will inadvertently get a band “signed.”
But if there’s one thing that can’t go
understated, it’s what I mentioned
earlier: the live show….
How important do you think it is for a
band to get signed to a label?
DB: Some bands get signed and hate
their label a few months later for
whatever reason — sometimes for
valid reasons; sometimes because they
weren’t familiar with how record labels
work — then spend more time trying to
get out of a contract rather than pushing
their music.
The proper label can take a virtually
unknown act to the next level if they gain
traction with the diehard fanbase many
labels have. But how important a label
contract is in 2020 varies according to
what that band is looking for and the
label itself. We work with bands who have
been releasing music and touring for
decades and are signed to major labels,
all the way to the brand new act who just
recorded their first demo and have no
idea what they’re getting into.

How has the pandemic affected Earsplit?
DB: Well, we both already work from
home, so thankfully we didn’t have
to make that massive conversion
like so many folks did to work out of
office. However, a large amount of our
promotion over recent years has been
specifically focused on tour press, and
that evaporated immediately once bands
started canceling all live events. We had
many bands out on major tours when
lockdowns went into effect and some
bands had to immediately forge home
without pay.
LCB: Between tours being cancelled one
by one and then delays in manufacturing,
a lot of release dates were pushed back,
campaigns rescheduled and reworked
etc. It’s definitely been a little dizzying
and the anxiety is thick but we’re
more focused now on pandemic style
promotion: zoom interviews, live chats,
quarantine, videos etc. Virtual concerts
are becoming more of a thing. You’re
seeing a lot of rad virtual fests. None of it
can replace the feel of a live concert but
it’s a sign that music isn’t going to just
disappear.
DB: We’ve always adjusted with the
ever-evolving changing of the times with
technology, media, publishing, and other
aspects of communication, so we just
had to lean into it harder on a few other
fronts.
Has the pandemic had any effect on
how you’re doing PR?
DB: Again, because touring has ceased
for the most part, we’re adjusting to the
new way of livestreaming performances
and festivals, we’re conducting a lot
more live/video/audio interviews versus
written features, and artists are creating
more videos and interactive media
opportunities. I feel like a lot of this was

already on the horizon as technology
evolves and folks are tuned into their
screens and social media more than ever
before. We were all just forced into it at a
much quicker and obviously unexpected
pace. The extra time has also become a
creative time. The pandemic has impeded
the communal and cathartic live experience music offers, but the creation of
new art is surging.
Do you see any light at the end of the
tunnel? Are releases picking up, tours
getting rescheduled, etc.
DB: Until we get a science-fueled national
strategy based on obvious, proven facts
rather than political conjecture, it’s
difficult to see where things will level off.
LCB: It looks like it’s going to take a lot
longer to return to normalcy in the US.
There’s just not enough unification stateto-state or even city-to-city in some
places right now to get things under
control. Bars and concert venues across
the country are struggling to stay alive.
There’s still so much uncertainty on every
level and what the eventual new live
landscape will look like before a vaccine
remains a mystery. But all that said, tours
and fests are slowly being rescheduled
(and will hopefully remain scheduled) for
2021. Bands continue writing music and
playing “live,” even if it might be from the
confines of their homes. Eventually we
will make it through this, with a lot more
new records to rock out to and maybe a
different outlook on not just the music
industry but life in general. It’s important
to try to remain positive through these
times of chaos even when the odds seem
against us. 

www.earsplitcompound.com
pr@earsplitcompound.com
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Cassettes

Analog’s cheapest, dirtiest format still sells.
BY SEBASTIAN GREGORY
Thanks to a remarkable confluence of
cultural forces, cassette tapes have risen
from the proverbial grave. Similar to the
ongoing revitalization of vinyl, cassettes
are worming their way back into fan’s
music collections. It’s driven by the
tactile sensation of physically owning a
copy of your favorite songs and by the
warmth and depth of analog recording,
fueled by nostalgia or the recent
exposure thanks to Mix Tape Vol. 1 in
Guardians of the Galaxy and the 1980’s
based Netflix show Stranger Things.
There is no denying that this media, once
considered all but obsolete, has made an
unforeseen comeback. While nostalgia is
certainly a factor in the tape resurgence,
there are also a slew of new fans of
this older media; and there is no doubt
that extreme music of all genres is well
represented in this tape re-revolution.

Audiophiles can and will offer endless
arguments about the relative merits of
tape when it comes to comparing the
humble cassette against other media,
or even comparing different types of
tape, but cassettes do have the distinct
advantage of being an analog format.
Digital may be taking over everything in
our world but until we’re replaced with
machines, our ears remain analog. Tape
just sounds good.
There are aesthetic reasons to consider
as well. James, the owner of the label
Transylvanian Tapes, sees the tape
format as being well suited for extreme
music. “The natural disintegration of
sound with tapes is pretty charming,” he
said. “I think oftentimes it makes things
sound muddier, dirtier, and heavier.”
Chris Cline, a recording engineer, concurs.

“Analog tape has a near mystical (or)
mythical quality to it. The myriad formulas of tape that exist today individually have their own inherent qualities.
It’s these qualities that may, or may not,
make them suitable for different genres
of music. Certain aesthetic decisions
may also drive the choice of tape for its
sonic inaccuracies.” Audio considerations
aside, there are some excellent market
based reasons why you should consider
releasing your music on tape.
It’s estimated that over 100 billion
cassettes have been sold since they
were introduced. In the article “Hi-Bias:
The Best Cassette Releases of 2018,”
Marc Masters from Bandcamp noted
that “Cassettes continued to be a source
of all kinds of amazing music... from the
most obscure underground abstractions

← Selection of new and vintage tapes from the author’s collection. ↓ Photos on this page courtesy of Justin Stubbs
to the finest-honed songwriting.” As a
genre, heavy metal has retained a strong
cultural footprint, and is well represented across the internet and on social
media. And while the digital download is
certainly popular, there continues to be
a vibrant market for extreme music on
cassette tape. Many metal bands offer
tapes in limited edition, highly collectable duplication runs and frequently
sell out. Major labels like Nuclear Blast,
Napalm, and Season of Mist have a
decent selection of tapes; not only
re-releases from their stable of bands
but also new material from bands that
are keen to give their fans something
different. But it’s the smaller labels
(Dark Descent, Selfmadegod, Headsplit
Records, Gurgling Gore, Tridroid, and
Transylvanian Tapes to name but a few)
and the legions of self-publishing bands
who have taken the lead on revitalizing
and championing the humble cassette
tape. Cost for the consumer is certainly
a consideration: when prices can range
from $6-$13 (USD) depending on how
recent the release is and what label it’s
on, it is entirely reasonable to add a new
physical release to your collection.
Justin Stubbs (Father Befouled,
Encoffination) has released several
of Encoffination’s albums on cassette.
“Cassettes and metal culture have always
gone hand in hand in my opinion,” Justin
said. “When we formed Encoffination
in 2008, metal cassettes were seeing a
resurgence and rise in popularity due to
their cheap cost of manufacturing, cheap
cost to the consumer, and that feeling
of nostalgia for older dudes like us… we
wanted to release a cassette and by
happenstance the band was approached
by a small tape label at the time to put
out Ritual Ascension Beyond Flesh.”
The first press of the cassette sold out.
Was Justin surprised? “No, I wasn’t surprised. I think we only did 100 copies and
through trade channels with labels and
direct orders to the label, 100 copies will
not last long. That first album has since
seen a repress through our current label
Selfmadegod Records. SMG has pressed
all four of our albums on cassette and
strives to keep them in press.”

And it’s really a global experience. There
are websites like UnitedCassettes.com
(out of the Philippines) dedicated to
cassettes, and there’s a store in Tokyo
called Waltz that has thousands of new
and old cassettes along with other older
format media. Tapes sell well in most
major markets from East Asia to Europe.
According to Sophie Charara from Wired
UK, “...in 2019, 35,000 cassettes have
been sold in the UK, according to the
British Phonographic Industry (BPI).
That’s almost double the 18,000 sold
by the same point in July 2018 and Rob
Copsey, editor at The Official Charts
Company, predicts around 75,000 will be
sold by the end of 2019.” Compared to
other formats, that may not be significant. But it does show that cassette tape
is far from extinct.

What Tapes Are Good For
The most obvious answer to this is that
it gives you a product to push. You can
advertise it through your social media
presence and sell it online or at the
merchandise table during a show. There
is the potential for a tape to be quite
collectable; when you sell out of tapes,
consider making another duplication run
but change something (color of the shell,
or a graphics tweak) so that there are
different versions available for the public
to collect.

As noted in the Wall Street Journal, a run
of cassettes can counter “...the high cost
of making vinyl records and getting fans
to buy digital downloads, particularly
when bands are touring. A hundred cassettes packaged with download coupons
can be made in a few weeks for a few
hundred dollars, compared with months
and thousands of dollars for vinyl.”
If this is your first release, a less obvious
benefit to a tape release is that it
establishes the band as a viable entity
and allows at least a claim to ownership of the band name. According to
the metal-archives.com guidelines, a
professional looking cassette that has
retailed somewhere (on Bandcamp, for
instance, or even your own website)
goes a long way toward convincing
the metal-archives.com reviewers that
you are a real working band worthy of
being added to the metal-archives.com
encyclopaedia of bands. While they do
consider a download that is available for
sale to be legitimate, a physical product
is preferred.

Pro Duplication
Cassettes are relatively inexpensive
to produce, and cassette duplication
companies are easy to find. With so many
options available and given that it varies

Because the cost of getting a tape produced is less than a CD or vinyl, bands
can release demos, live shows or even a
memorable rehearsal in limited versions.
Labels can allow a band to experiment
and do something a little different
without a lot of out-of-pocket expense.
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from company to company, it’s difficult
to quote an exact dollar amount; but
just as an example, an order of 50 tapes
(with a 5-panel J-card, imprinted shell, in
a wrapped Norelco box) from National
Audio Company would not break the
bank.
One of the biggest and arguably most
well known duplication companies,
National Audio Company, started in 1969
and produced some of the first cassettes
ever sold in America. Their website
ordering is pretty straight forward
(nationalaudiocompany.com) but it is
well worth your time to read the article
linked on their website “Learn How to
Release Your Audio on Cassette Tape”.
After placing an order, you’ll typically
upload your digital audio files (.wav,
.aif, .aiff, .flac) that are 44.1khz/16-bit
to the duplicator’s FTP site, your own
website, or a free upload service site like
Dropbox. Using program ready files (one
file for Side A, another for Side B, with
gaps between songs) will decrease the
production time. If necessary, they can
also work with other formats (audio or
data CD, R-Dat, cassette, ¼” or 1/2” tape).

When it comes to the graphics, there
are some considerations. The first and
most obvious is that graphics are an
option; you can order just the duplication and print the cards or stamp the
shells yourself. But if you choose to have
a duplicator service print the inserts
and/or the cassette shells, there are
downloadable templates for the different
styles of inserts. There are options for
the type of insert (J-card, U-card, O-card)
and the color of the plastic shell; they
can also print directly on the shell. Most
duplicators have artwork protocols
for everything from resolution to font
sizes so it is important to follow those
recommendations, whether you’re doing
it yourself or if you’re working with a
graphic artist. If you’re not working with
a graphic artist, the duplicator may have
resources available but of course you’ll
have to pay for the service.
Duplicators take copyright permission
seriously as it is against the law to
reproduce copyrighted material without
permission from the copyright holder.
This pertains not just to graphics but
to audio as well. Make sure you read
any documentation on the duplicator’s

website and fully understand the
implications of copyright infringement.
You must include all copyright releases
you have with your order or else they will
not fulfill it. Yes, it’s that important.

DIY Duplication
If you don’t want to go the professional
duplication route, you can always
produce the tapes yourself. It’s still going
to cost you some money, but at least
you’ll have complete control over the
process. This means purchasing blank
tapes, duplicating them, creating and
printing the artwork on the insert and
labeling the cassette itself.

Buying blank cassettes and cases
Blank cassettes can be purchased in bulk
from either online specialty retailers
or at big-box stores. Online purchasing
can give you more customization and
flexibility if you buy from a website like
Duplication.ca, a Canadian company
out of Montreal who offers professional
duplication, but also sells DIY supplies.
They allow you to choose specific tape

type (normal bias or chrome) and custom
lengths (between 1 minute total and
up to 94 minutes total). If you have a
three-song demo you want to sell but
it’s only fifteen minutes long, it doesn’t
make sense to purchase a tape from a
traditional online retailer or big-box
store where the variety will be limited to
what they have in stock: this will generally mean 60, 90, or 120 minute blanks.
Buying shorter tapes also gives you more
budget for higher quality tape. Cost may
not be an issue if you’re making a copy of
Kreator’s Pleasure to Kill from your vinyl
collection for personal use and want to
use the best vintage tape available; but
if you’re putting out your own material,
you’ll want the most you can get for your
money.
There are also a variety of color options
for the cassette shell, as well as odd
things like screw or glue construction.
Fun fact: Tapes with screws aren’t
allowed in prisons.
There is also the cassette box to
consider: a standard Norelco plastic
case has options for clear, solid color, or
translucent colored bodies and backs;
there are also slim boxes, butterfly cases
(for 2 cassettes), triple cassette boxes,
clear slipcases, or the soft polybox that
comes in clear or “frosty.”
This is perhaps a dizzying level of
customization, but when you’re trying
to make something unique and get the
most from your budget, it helps to have
these options.

Making a master
If the recording is on your computer
or a CD, connect the Line Out on your
sound card or CD player to the record
or aux input of your tape deck. From
there, you’ll want to figure out how
to check your levels before recording.
Recorders vary, but the general idea
is to play the loudest section of your
program (i.e.: whatever you’re putting
on tape) while raising the input level
on the cassette deck (not the speaker
volume). When the input meters on the
tape deck hit red, raise it a little more,
slowly, listening closely, and stop when
you hear distortion. Back off the input
level a bit and note the settings in case
you need to repeat them later. By putting
the maximum amount of sound on the

Tape Formulas & Mastering Considerations
BY CHRIS CLINE
Mastering for cassette has its own unique set of sonic criteria. Frequency
response, compression/limiting, average amplitude and more will take center
stage when determining the best path for creating the master for cassette
manufacturing. The most important decision you will probably make is in
choosing the right type of tape for your run of cassettes.

Type 1 – Gamma Ferric Oxide (Ferric Tape)

The most popular, and least expensive of the lot. It’s best characterized with a
warmer, more robust low-end, compounded with a gentler high-end response,
and noticeable hiss. The noise floor (hiss) inherent in Type 1 needs to be
considered when producing the master for manufacturing, and can be easily
combated using mastering techniques that might be more akin to a digital
master: A higher average signal (greater compression/limiting) will mask the
noise floor, and fortunately for all of us, Type 1 can take a bit more level before
distortion. EQing the master to compensate for Type 1’s high-end roll off will
also most likely be a consideration in the process.

Type 2 – Chromium Dioxide (aka Chrome Tape/High Bias Tape)

Type 2 tape costs approximately twice as much as Type 1 and has a more
accurate high-end response, but suffers on the low-end. Acoustic music, which
sometimes incorporates greater dynamic detail, can also suffer at the top end
of the frequency range if the level is too hot when using Type 2. Distortion can
occur causing fatigue for the listener and an overall unpleasant experience.
There is a bit of a paradox when discussing the inherent characteristics of
Type 2. In theory, this formula can handle hotter levels, but the aforementioned
distortion in the top end might occur. Low-end compensation might also need
to be applied depending on the type of music that’s to be replicated.

Type 4 – Metal

Expensive and not very common! The best qualities of Type 1 & 2 live in metal.
Flatter frequency response and lower noise floor (less hiss) make this formula
ideal for recordings with even greater detail and dynamic range. The cost will
most likely be prohibitive for most, which can be a deal killer right out of the
gate. It might also be difficult to find Type 4 anywhere but the secondhand
market, however, you will be able to find new-old-stock (NOS) tape on eBay
and other outlets with a quick search.
If you plan on having your project professionally mastered (highly recommended!!!) and are contemplating the cassette route, be sure to discuss the
three main types of tape formulas with your mastering engineer and how
they might affect your mixes. If your path is the DIY route employing a digital
pre-master, consult with a mastering engineer and try to gain a better understanding of the format first, how input level and EQ affects the tape, and what
to listen for when playing back.

Chris Cline is a recording, mixing, and mastering engineer and musician who
has worked on records by the Society of Rockets, Witchcryer, The Foreign Resort,
And You Will Know Us by the Trail of Dead, Population Reduction, and more.
His work has seen favorable reviews from Consequence of Sound, NME, Pitchfork,
Vice, The Big Takeover, Rolling Stone, and other independent magazines and blogs.
www.chrisclinerecording.com
cbc@chrisclinerecording.com

tape, listeners will use less volume when
listening, effectively lowering the amount
of tape hiss, or “noise floor” during
quiet sections. Record both sides of your
cassette and give it a listen for quality.
Repeat the process until you’re happy.

Making copies
If your recorder only has one cassette,
you’ll record every tape from your source,
which is a bit of a drag after a while. With
a dual tape deck, you can mark the first
tape you made as a “master” and make
copies by dubbing it in real time onto
blank cassettes in the second deck (avoid
high-speed dubbing, as it degrades
the audio quality). If that sounds like
a time-consuming process, you’re not
wrong. If you’re making a lot of tapes and
have the resources, a cassette duplicator
can be a relatively inexpensive investment in efficiency, as they dub multiple
copies at the same time. If you get good
at duplication, there’s no reason why
you couldn’t provide the service to your
friends in other bands.
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Making jackets
Duplication.ca sells blank jackets,
including the standard J-card; the U-card
which has a longer back panel; O-cards
which have wraparound packaging and
can be used caseless or with a clear
slipcase; and the very eco-friendly
Maltese Cross, or you design and print
your own by using J-card and label
templates found online and a design
program like Adobe Photoshop. If you
use someone else’s artwork (like a
painting for the cover), be sure to get
their permission to avoid any issues
with copyright infringement. There is art
that is fair use/public domain, but be
careful to get the appropriate permission
if needed for commercial use. When the
design is finished, print it out at 100%
with crop marks. Find a metal straight
edge, an X-Acto knife or small box cutter
(don’t use scissors unless you have to),
and something to cut on. Start by scoring
the folds: Line the straight edge up to the
fold marks, turn the knife over (dull edge
to paper) and very gently score the paper.
Don’t press too hard or the seam will

break when you fold it. When the folds
are scored, line the straight edge up to
the crop marks, flip the knife over and
carefully cut the J-Card out of the piece
of paper. You can now fold the piece into
shape and put it in the case. If it looks
good, print and cut as many as you need.

Labeling the cassette
Printing on a cassette shelf is a challenge, but it’s easy to print a label and
stick it on the cassette. They have labels
specifically for cassettes, but you can get
creative with mailing labels for a lot less
money. For something more professional,
search online for tutorials on screenprinting or “pad printing” cassettes.
There are a lot of moving parts when
it comes to DIY duplication, and we’ve
barely skimmed the surface of what is
possible, especially when it comes to
people with boundless creativity. There
are online resources (YouTube.com, etc.)
that can be very useful to expand your
ability to make professional looking
tapes at home.

Sales and Distribution
Let’s assume that you have the finished
product in your hand. Now what? Who’s
going to want to buy it, and where can
you sell it? If you have a website or a
social media presence, you can offer
them for sale there, but as with any other
merchandise, you’ll have to deal with
taking and filling the orders.
Bandcamp (bandcamp.com) has carved
out a solid niche as an excellent resource
for online sales, and they have a very
musician-friendly business model. Your
cassette sale will be supplemented by a
lossless digital download of the release,
allowing your fans immediate access to
the music while the tape is shipped to
them. Plus they don’t have to hassle with
trying to rip an .mp3 of a cassette tape.

duplication runs and only sell them
at shows, the incentive for the fan is a
unique item, a limited edition that they
would be proud to own. You can also
include a Bandcamp download coupon
with each cassette.
There are also stores that take consignments. TapeHead City (tapeheadcity.com)
out of Long Island, NY is dedicated to
only selling cassettes. They have an
amazing selection of underground metal
and will sell your music on consignment,
only adding a small seller fee. In Texas,
End of an Ear Records (endofanear.com)
accepts cassettes on consignment from
all over the United States (though it is
best to contact them first). “The artist
gets 65% of the mark up,” said Dan from
End of an Ear. “If we sold it for $9.99, the
artist would get $6.50.”

Final Word
This is an interesting time for music
production and distribution. Challenges
abound in the music business even in
normal times. While there are many
options available for a band or artist to
grow their fan base, not being able to
tour or play locally makes it even more
difficult. The humble cassette is certainly
a viable solution to that problem, even
if it isn’t the first thing a band who
didn’t grow up in the golden age of tape
considers. But in this era of compression
algorithms and ephemeral music streams,
there is ample room for the cassette
revival to grow and thrive. With that in
mind, several companies are now manufacturing new portable cassette players:
with blue-tooth capability, of course…
after all, this is the 21st century! 

If you play shows, you can sell them at
your merch table, which gives you a lowcost item to offer (not everyone has $25
for vinyl), saves you from dealing with
shipping and handling, and gives your
band something to sign. If you do small

Of Pandemics &
Tape Shortages
BY SEBASTIAN GREGORY
In 2019 there was a problem with the
production of new audio cassette tape,
caused by a shortage of gamma ferric
oxide, one of the raw materials used in
the manufacture of tape. According to
a 2019 letter from the National Audio
Company (NAC), the only factory in the
world that refines gamma ferric oxide
was under renovation and the supply
chain got behind schedule. At the same
time, the quality of tape that was coming
from overseas had declined.
“At the beginning of last year,” said Jason
Rohm of Sour Tapes, “you could find all
types of blank cassettes, all lengths and
color shell cases at a decent price. When
the tape shortage happened last year,
I found myself paying double or triple
the price for blank tapes that I normally
pay. So I started buying them in bulk late
last year.”

To fill that void, NAC renovated an old
factory in Springfield, MO and is now
producing new tape in the United
States. The supply chain is healthy
again and duplication orders continue
to be fulfilled, even though James of
Transylvanian Tapes has noted one
particular difference. “I like to have my
tapes repeat on both sides and you used
to be able to get 120 minute tapes, which
translates to 60 minutes per side. That
was one of the few things that made
tapes special in my opinion because you
really don’t want to go over 24 minutes
per side on vinyl but you could fit
massive albums and double albums on a
single tape,” he said. “The tape shortage
changed things and there is some good
and bad: the good, the cassette tape is
now being made in-house in America,
which creates more jobs and opportunity
for people; the bad side is they haven’t
figured out a way to produce cassette
tape that sounds good over what they
call a c64, which means a 64 minute tape
or 32 minutes per side of music. So the
biggest hassle that I am experiencing is
just having to spread longer albums on

two sides like most everyone else that
does tapes already.”
And just as the tape shortage issue got
sorted out, the global pandemic hit the
United States in March of 2020 and shut
down duplication plants, printers, and
even slowed distribution. “I put out 15
different cassette tapes last year,” said
Jason of Sour Tapes. “This year, I’ve
only put out 5 so far. I have about 15
artists waiting but because I had to stop
working in March due to the pandemic,
I just don’t have the funds to put them
out this year.”
Transylvanian Tapes had an innovative
way of dealing with the backlog in
duplication orders and the stay at home
orders during the pandemic. “Since the
pandemic hit our shores and the shelter
in place orders were sent out,” James
said, “I decided to start offering my
entire discography for free/pay what you
want and I’ve noticed a lot more people
have been spending time listening to the
music I am promoting which is all I could
really ask for.”
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Doomstress Alexis Hollada
Houston’s Doomstress was officially christened as such in 2016, but
the musical partnership at its center has existed since at least 2005
when bassist/vocalist “Doomstress” Alexis Hollada joined guitarist
Brandon Johnson in Well of Souls. That lineup released an EP in 2005 and
splintered but Alexis, Brandon and drummer Raymond Matthews resurfaced
a few years later as Project Armageddon. Their 2010 debut, Departure is
a great example of the Candlemass-inspired doom that’s something of
a local delicacy in Texas. Around 2011, Alexis transitioned, adopted her
“Doomstress” nickname and the band released two more albums in
2012 and 2015 before calling it a day.
Alexis and Brandon bounced back as Doomstress in 2016 with
new drummer Tomasz Scull (Sparrowmilk) and things happened
quickly. They recorded three originals and a Uriah Heep cover at
Tomasz’ studio in March and self-released that material in June as
the Supernatural Kvlt Sounds EP. DHU Records (Netherlands) got wind
and released a 7” that October featuring a song from the EP and a
freshly-recorded cover of Coven’s “Wicked Woman.” In 2018, DHU
packaged the EP on a vinyl split with Sparrowmilk and NoSlip Records (US)
packaged the EP plus the “Wicked Woman” cover for a CD release titled
Supernatural Kvlt Sounds (The Second Rite).
All of this paved the way for the band’s first full-length, Sleep Among the
Dead released on Ripple Music in 2019. The album carries the musical DNA
of Alexis & Brandon’s former bands but stands on its own feet with a smokey
heavy rock haze hovering over the doomy crunch. It’s easily the musical high
point of their collaboration to date and has been very well received. The
band had been gigging and touring when coronavirus hit the US.
The takeaway is that the band turned five songs that they recorded
and released themselves into two record deals producing three releases on
two continents, leading to their current deal with Ripple, and perhaps most
importantly, stuck their foot firmly in the door of continental Europe.

Doomstress takes its name from your
nickname. Is it a solo effort?
Well, it is my band and my namesake.
I didn’t initially design it as a “solo
project/band” but I guess in essence
it is. Like Dio or Doro or Ozzy, which I
guess technically may be solo bands
due to the previous bands they were in
but do people really consider those solo
bands anymore or just the band and its
namesake/ringleader?
When Project Armageddon ended, did
you and Brandon know that you were
going to continue working together or
was there some time apart?
When I was initially writing and
developing works for Doomstress,
Project Armageddon was still going and
Brandon wasn’t certain if he was into it
just hearing some initial riffs and ideas
I had, but I had planned on asking him
to be part. Once I started laying out
more of the songwriting for him and he
could hear where I was going with it, he
wanted in. We actually recorded the
demo and self-released EP while Project
Armageddon was still active, so it was a
seamless transition for both of us.
The band is based in Houston but your
drummer Tomasz lives in Ohio. How
does music get written?
For the EP, single and full-length, it was
basically me writing riffs and pieces
with a loose arrangement and then
Brandon and I would start developing
harmonies and lead ideas. After that,
we just got together with Tomasz in the
studio and flushed the songs out and
started tracking. During all of it, I’d also
be working out vocal melodies and lyrics,
even while in the studio.

How do you manage playing shows?
Since we mostly concentrate on touring,
I figure out the dates we’ll be doing and
put together a touring lineup. Matt (Taylor)
has toured with us on second guitar
since our second tour and after a year or
so he became a full member. I’ve been
extremely fortunate to have some really
kick ass drummers who dig what we do
and are available to tour here and there.
So I see who’s available for a certain
run of dates and we maybe squeeze in a
rehearsal or two if we’re doing new songs
right before we hit the road.
The liner notes in SKS(TSR) state that
the material was recorded at Tomasz’s
studio in Cleveland in March and
August of 2016. Reading between the
lines, you guys either made four very
long drives (20 hours each way, give
or take) to record the EP and “Wicked
Woman,” or you flew. How did you
wrangle that?
Yeah, that was somewhat challenging.
Brandon and I drove straight to Ohio to
work on the initial demo/self-released
Supernatural Kult Sounds in March 2016
then drove back up in August to rehearse

for the 1st tour which had Tomasz on
drums and Joe Fortunate on guitar, both
of Cleveland’s Sparrowmilk. While there
we recorded “Bitter Plea” and after the
tour we stayed and mixed SKS (TSR) for
the split. It was quite the whirlwind as
has been most of this band’s existence.
We did the same thing for the record.
How did you connect with DHU Records
for the 7” and split with Sparrowmilk?
I had seen DHU Records popping up a lot
and really liked some of the bands but
it was really Disenchanter that caught
my ear and after connecting to Joey and
Sabine online and becoming friends,
I inquired about DHU and asked for their
feedback. Then I simply approached
Robert about working with Doomstress
initially for the 7” and then the split EP.
He saw how we were approaching things
and he dug the music.
Were the DHU releases only available
in Europe?
We had our copies for direct sales but
DHU didn’t have any direct US distro.
Unfortunately for many of our US fan
base, we couldn’t sell the vinyl online

cause we needed all we had for touring
but we referred fans to the Sparrowmilk
site to get vinyl online there.
How did you hook up with NoSlip
Records to re-release SKS?
NoSlip Records was another cool label
putting out some cool underground
bands and at the time he was also
offering CDs, which DHU wasn’t. He had
also released a Disenchanter CD and we
may have connected that way. At any rate,
Robert Pilson knew our stuff and both
him and Robert Black of DHU were down
to work with us on separate vinyl and CD
releases for the EP.
Was there any issue with them using
the track that was on DHU’s 7”?
None at all. Since the 7” was so limited
and mostly sold in Europe, it was my
suggestion that we add it as a bonus
track for the CD as well as sharing David
Paul Seymour’s killer art from the 7” on
the inside sleeve.
While all this was going on with the EP,
were you working up new material for
the album?
I was developing numerous riffs and
ideas in between tours, etc so some was
but usually I was waiting to get off the
road and back home for a bit. Although
“Your God is Blind” was initially written for
the road with Andy Kaos Vehnekamp on
drums and later recorded with Tomasz
who really wanted to follow what Andy
had developed. We also worked out a
part of “Dreaming Spider” with Andy
previous to studio tracking with Tomasz
because of the weird timing nature of
the song.

Supernatural Kult Sounds (The Second Rite)
(NoSlip Records, 2018)
Sleep Among the Dead (Ripple Music, 2019)

For Sleep Among the Dead, Tomasz
recorded drums at his place and
everything else was recorded, mixed
and mastered in Dallas with Kent
Stump (Wo Fat) at Crystal Clear Studio.
Were there any challenges with that?
We actually recorded drums, bass and
rhythm guitars in Ohio with Tomasz, then
tracked guitar lead harmonies, solos
and vocals with Kent Stump in Dallas.
This honestly wasn’t too bad other than
having a few tours in between studios.
We initially went back to Ohio to try to
mix with Tomasz but that didn’t work out
due to some scheduling. We did get a
better idea of the songs in their entirety,
though, so we were able to give Kent
some basic ideas, but mostly wanted to
get his own ear and ideas on it.
How did you hook up with Kent?
We’ve known Kent for a number of years
having played with Wo Fat at a few Dallas
festivals in Project Armageddon. He
always expressed his liking for Project
Armageddon’s material and being
familiar with his sound and abilities
we felt he was the right person to work
with. In fact his studio had mastered
the Doomstress EPs, 7” and even one
or two Project Armageddon records. Oh,
and Kent also did the second solo on
“Burning Lotus” from the record.
Was this record done in a single shot or
did you piece it together over several
sessions?
The initial rhythm tracks were written
and tracked over a couple days of short
sessions in Ohio with Tomasz. The leads
and vocals were done in a day with Kent

in Dallas. Then we redid a couple vocal
lines and one or two leads at Sugar Hill
Studios in Houston with Stephen Finley.
At what point did you connect with
Ripple Music? Doomstress is a perfect
fit for that label and Todd’s gotta love
how much you guys tour.
I’ve chatted with Todd and Pope at Ripple
several times over the years and first
met Todd at a fest in Dallas a few years
ago that Project Armageddon played and
they’ve always been great dudes. Todd
had contacted me a couple times saying
how he really dug our sound and how
the band was really getting out there on
the road and getting such good response.
Once things for the full length started
rolling, I had contacted both DHU &
Ripple about a split label release and
they were both down.
Have they done a worldwide release?
The CD version I believe has had a
worldwide release as well as on the
digital/streaming platforms through
Ripple as well. DHU released the vinyl
through Europe and also now in Japan
through Faerie Music.
Were you guys touring when
coronavirus hit?
We were on tour back in March with
20 Watt Tombstone while news of the
coronavirus was breaking. It was kind of a
surreal experience, really. Like funneling
down in a race against time and about 2/3
through the tour we received news that
some venues in upcoming states were
closing down. Finally both bands decided
it would be wisest and safest to call it
early and haul ass home.
Texas is a huge state and a band can
do a small tour without ever leaving
its borders. For someone who’s never
played here, what cities would you
recommend looking into?
For years we joked about doing a greater
Houston tour which could probably last
almost two weeks. But yeah, the whole
state is just huge to tour. Houston, Austin,
San Antonio, Dallas, Arlington, Denton
are all good areas and probably the main
focal hub for Texas.

Any standout venues for DIY bands?
Dan Electros, Rudyard’s, Limelight,
Division Brewing, The Lost Well, and
Barracuda.
How about local promoters or
booking agents?
Loy Smoak in San Antonio is the dude to
talk to. Michael Sims is a great guy who
books a couple venues in Houston.
What’s next for Doomstress?
It’s really all up in the air. We’re writing
material but the three of us (myself,
Brandon and Matt) have only managed
a couple brief get togethers since the
pandemic started. I personally have had
a lot written already and I’ve continued
to work on those and new pieces the
three of us have put forth. We’ll definitely
be back at it once (hopefully) things are
safer and saner.
You and Brandon have been working
together longer than most marriages
and certainly longer than most
bands. Can you describe your working
relationship and how you keep it
together?
He screams and I kick! This is our third
band together now over the past 15+
years. We work really well together.
Writing-wise, I’m very unschooled and
tend to be very freestyle while Brandon
has more rooting in technicality. It works
out for a very good balance in our styles.
He tries to rein me in on some of my
chaotic weird stylings and I challenge
him to push himself beyond the box.
Personally we’re very much like siblings.
We get along really well, but we also have
our small spats which are typically just
insignificant annoyances. We have a lot
of love and respect for each other and do
our best to support each other. 

https://doomstress.bandcamp.com
doomstressband@gmail.com

Wicked Woman 7” (DHU Records, 2016)
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Dan Klein

Drummer, producer and studio owner on
working with bands, drumming for hire, and the
importance of pre-production before a session.
INTERVIEW BY JASON MUXLOW

The Rock Spot on the south side of Chicago was a meat packing plant in a
previous life, but today it’s home to a large number of musicians and artists.
Deep in the building’s labyrinth of hallways, Dan Klein has turned a 400 sq ft
concrete room with tall ceilings into a comfortable single-room studio
called Iron Hand Audio where he’s built a reputation for crafting organic,
old-school thrash, death and black metal records. The debut album from
Chicago’s Nucleus was one of the first things from Iron Hand to catch my
ear, and Dan’s since had his hands on a number of releases from the likes of
Cianide, Profanatica, Diocletian, Cardiac Arrest, Disinter, Lividity, La Armada,
Metalucifer and his own sadly, now defunct band, FIN. Shortly before this
interview, the album he produced for Vimur, Triumphant Master of Fates
(Boris Records) showed up on PopMatters’ “20 Best Metal Albums of 2019”
list. In addition to his tracking, production, mixing and mastering work, Dan
also puts his first love to good use by freelancing as a session drummer. Best
of all, he’s actually making a living from all of it.
When did you start all this?
Probably about 11 or 12 years ago,
when I went to school in Phoenix at
the Conservatory of Recording Arts and
Sciences. I think I was 20, turning 21. It’s
a nine-month intensive program, more of
a trade school than a college. They teach
you what the tools are, how to use them
and some techniques, but you learn a lot
more in the real world.
I got out of school and went straight
into an unpaid internship at Rax Trax
for about a year, working mostly under
Kendall and Mike J., just hanging out
with those guys and assisting on those
sessions, learning from those sessions.
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Neil Kernon was there at the time, too.
I was around for Jeff Loomis‘ first solo
record, and one of the Nile records.
And after a while, they started paying me
sometimes. I found myself in this position where I was still there all the time,
but I was only getting paid some of the
time, so I moved on. I was working other
part time jobs to make ends meet, like
cleaning gutters, which was good income
but hard and dangerous work. After
falling off a ladder twice, I quit because I
need my limbs to be a musician.
Making money where I could, I started
to acquire gear pretty much straight
out of school, one piece at a time. This
16-channel Allen & Heath Mix Wizard

was one of the first things I got because
I knew I needed at least 10 mic pres
to record a drum set. So I got this
along with my Digi 003 and aside from
microphones, those two things are all
you really need to record a band.
After Rax Trax, Tim Pearson, Dan Macias
and I opened up a studio. Tim Pearson
is one of my good friends. I’ve been in
and out of bands with him since high
school. I was in Relentless with him, did
the European tour with them. Tim went
to Flashpoint Academy, which is an audio
school in downtown Chicago here. Dan
Macias just partnered up with some guys
— Lubeck Studios. The three of us opened
a studio in Niles [Illinois] when I was
like 23. With a kind of conglomeration of
our three budding gear collections, we
could have a studio, and we were lucky
enough to have the use of Dan’s father’s
plumbing shop, which was a sizable
building with areas of it that weren’t
being used. We were able to build a
control room and have a live room that
was shared with his father’s band’s
practice space. We were there for a year,
year and a half, before we had to get out.
After that, I was just buying more gear
with every spare couple hundred dollars
I had. I moved all of my stuff into my

But I’ve been making a living doing this.
The last day job I had, the last full-time
employer I had aside from myself was
five years ago. I’m in the middle of my
fifth year, now. September next year will
be six years.
And, you know, just doing that and being
a musician… I was in a pretty active
band called FIN for a while. We did some
European tours and went all over the
place. That band is over now, though,
unfortunately.
You were a drummer first, right?
Yeah. I first started when I was in seventh
or eighth grade. I started playing on
buckets and pots and pans in my room.
My friend had a drum set, so I was always
over at his house, playing his drums. He
was taking lessons. I didn’t have a set or
lessons at the time.

friend Teddy’s basement, not far from
here. I was down there in him and his
mom’s basement making records for at
least a year. You know, which is what it is.
Plenty of people do that. Obviously, the
low ceilings aren’t desirable for drum
tracking, but you can mix your ass off
and make almost anything sound good.
That was a situation where I was like,
“Man, I gotta get a better setup.” And after
that, this place opened up, The Rock Spot.

When you do a drum session, is that
usually for people you know locally or
is it remote?
It’s both. I recently played on a funeral
doom project, which was very interesting
and challenging in a new way because
I’ve never played stuff that was deliberately that slow and so spread out while
also trying to maintain a certain level
of creativity. Walking the tightrope of
creativity but also tasteful minimalism
with that style of music. That project
was from New Zealand, which is actually
Marcus from Diocletian’s funeral doom
project.

The building as a whole or this
particular room?
The building as a whole, as a rehearsal
space, artists studio, whatever you want
to do with these rooms. There’s a number
of facilities like this around Chicago.

I got that gig because FIN did three
weeks in Europe with Diocletian and I
got really close with those guys. They’re
actually some of my best friends now.
I got the mix and master on the new
Diocletian record because of that, as well

What year are we talking?
I want to say like seven or eight years
ago. I was one of the first people in this
building along with Tim, and that’s when
he and I crossed paths again. I acquired
this space with the primary purpose of
recording bands and having a step up
from my friend’s basement. It’s got 13’
ceilings, which is nice for drums and
pretty much anything, really.

Do you rehearse with the band before
doing the session?
Mostly not, I’ll either get the client to
send me a tempo map with scratch
guitars, and a rough mix of programmed
drums, or i’ll help do the tempos and
scratch guitars here prior to drum writing
and tracking. Sometimes they’ll do the
keeper guitars first and that’s usually
better just because they sound better.
If they have programmed drums that
they built the whole thing to, I’ll ask for
a separate track of programmed drums
so I can see what kind of feel they want
and where.

Is helpful to have the programmed
drums?
It is, especially if I’m tracking and writing
drum parts unattended. If I just get
clicks and guitars with no drums, I draft
songs with the client. Like, I did session
drums for a band called Invasion from
Northwest Indiana. It’s their fourth
full-length, military-themed death metal,
like World War II stuff, kinda like Hail
of Bullets. He sent me scratch guitars
and tempo maps that he did at Bang
Recording with John Hehman, and I wrote
drums to it, auditioning different beats
for each riff, seeing how they flow, saving
every take, and mixing and matching
them if necessary, and sending the client
daily drafts. And they’d be like “Oh, for
this riff, that’s supposed to be a thrash
beat and for this other one, lay back on
the double bass…” Just little things like
that. But most of what I send people they
love, you know, which is nice.
Do they typically have bass guitar
when they send you scratch tracks?
I would say more often than not, there’s
no bass yet. And people will often want
to wait till the drums are there to write
the bass lines. That’s sort of like a push
and pull thing. If the bass was there first,
I might be more inclined to hone in on
what the bass is doing during certain
parts, but it might be more conducive to
a good song if guitars and drums are in
and then the bass locks in with each of
those dynamics after the fact. If you have
a laid back drumbeat or a thrash beat
or a blast beat, I think absolutely, that
should dictate what the bass is doing.
Whether it’s a tremolo bass thing, or if
he’s just laying back on quarter notes, I
think the bass should follow the drums.
When a band comes in and they want
you to do the full production, are you
doing live scratch tracks? Do you have
to worry about bleed? Because we’re
all in one room. It’s a control room and
live room…
Yeah, I’ve actually done a lot of live
recordings in here. They come out great
as long as the band does their job and
plays well with good instruments. Those
three baffles are 8” deep with 5/8” MDF
wood, filled with rigid fiberglass. I isolate
a 4×12 over there and make a little box
out of the baffles, which is surprisingly
thorough isolation, considering it’s right
next to the drums. You can have a 4×12
loud enough. With these 100 watt heads,

I usually don’t track with the volume
louder than 2 or 3, to be honest. That’s
just enough for the speakers to break up.
Are you going for final takes or is it all
scratch to be redone?
If we can. It helps because there’s a tiny
bit of bleed, particularly in the drum
room mics. To get the big, organic, John
Bonham drums, you crush the ever-living
life out of your room mics and get them
kind of breathing and pumping a little
bit, depending on the nature of the tune.
Compressing them that heavily, you’re
going to get some of that cabinet bleed,
but that’s not necessarily a bad thing —
you have that little ambient vibe during
breaks, you can hear the guitar sustain
just a little bit in the overheads and the
room mics. Not necessarily a bad thing,
if you ask me.

because FIN had no bass, and we were
in E standard. So you’re trying to get
low-end from wherever you can. Most
of the low-end on those records comes
from the kick drum. And it comes out
sounding surprisingly full.
Berator, the band I’m playing in now, we
just did a six-song EP the same way. That
was me and Richard, tracking the organic
foundation with guitar one and drums,
full takes, no click.

But you know, having said that, I’ve
had bands come in here and do it
live without a click and absolutely kill
it. If you have good players with good
instruments, and I do my job and track
everything well, it all comes out great
and organic. I think there’s something to
be said for that, because people didn’t
always use metronomes, and unless
you’ve got a show that’s on rails, with
a click, people don’t use clicks when
they rehearse, people don’t use clicks at

But yeah, if I can, I try to keep the live
takes. That also depends whether or
not they’re using a grid. A lot of people
come in here like, “Nope, no click.
Absolutely not.”
How do you feel about clicks, being
both a drummer and a producer?
I prefer to use them just because you
have exponentially more control. It’s a
safety net, concerning ease of editing if
necessary. And if you’re doing multiple
takes of songs, everything is in the same
place. Say you have a 2-bar count-in,
eight clicks for this song — every take you
do is going to be in the same place.
Is there an artistic compromise as a
drummer, using a click?
I’ve done both, I appreciate both, and I’m
down to do both. On those last two FIN
albums, Charles and I tracked live with
no click; whole takes only, no punch-ins.
That’s a pride thing, a purist thing. If you
mess up, we got to do it again. It’s the
way music used to have to be recorded.
Some of the songs on the last record,
Arrows… I did as many as 10 takes, but
every single note on the record was a
whole take. Guitars, we’d go back and
overdub four rhythms. We would do two
takes with a high-gain, trebly black metal
tone and then two takes with a more
middle-y, almost muddy tone on like a
2-channel dual Recto with the treble at
zero and the guitar on the neck pickup,
or something like that, just to get as
much of that low-end body as possible
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But most of the session drumming I’ve
done, that’s all clicks. You kind of have
to do it that way if it’s people sending
things between cities, between countries.
You need a map. To me, as a drummer,
it’s kind of fun, like playing a video game.
When you’re in that pocket, the click
disappears because you’re on those
transients, and it’s satisfying knowing
you just got a badass take as close to a
machine as possible because you were
following a machine.
If I have a client here, I prefer to have
that safety net and things usually come
out sounding more solid that way. Even if
you leave the performance unedited, the
fact that you had that click cracking the
whip behind the whole recording makes
everything sound more solid.

shows. It’s supposed to be organic, but
it’s also more difficult to get a slicksounding recording without a click.
If a band comes in and they want you
to produce something and they’re not
used to using a click, do you force the
issue?
I wouldn’t say force. If we reach a point
where I think the project would greatly
benefit from a click, I’ll gently suggest it.
It’s happened a few times, where we’ve
planned to track liv, and the band comes
in, we set up, get drum sounds, get guitar
sounds, get bass sounds, press record,
and I’m listening to songs that I’ve never
heard before because we didn’t do
pre-production, and the nature of the
songs is so fast, and it needs to be tight,
especially concerning today’s standards
for heavy music — most of it’s pretty
perfect sounding, unless it’s intentionally

raw — if we don’t have a grid, that’s going
to be really hard to do. Any time that
comes up, you have to be very diplomatic.
A lot of people are set in their ways and
have a certain vision of how they like to
work, but people hire me because they
want a certain quality and product. I
explain to them that there’s a number
of ways which we can reach that end.
“If you want the best product possible,
I think a click would would really help us
and everyone will be happier in the end.”
If they all agree, great. If not, we continue
on and try to make it as good as possible
without a click.
With guitar players, usually there’s one
rhythm player that’s more solid than the
other guy, either because he wrote most
of the songs, or he’s just a tighter rhythm
guy. Sometimes I’ll have to diplomatically suggest, “Maybe Guy A does all the
rhythms, for the sake of the recording.

How do you guys feel about that?” And
sometimes it’s met with, “No way, bro.
I gotta play on my own record,” and I
totally get that. You try to get the best
performance you can, maybe get more
takes out of the more solid guy so you
have a little bit of a safety net with
rhythms for the record.
A lot of times, I feel this job is a bit like
a psychiatrist. Some people are A, B, or
C type personalities and you have to
figure out a way make them comfortable
enough to play well, no matter what the
circumstances. When you hit the record
button, people get nervous, especially
if they’re not the person at home,
recording their own demos, if they’re
more of a live player… I think there’s
something to be said for spending hours
by yourself, recording with a click. If you
do that in your own home, you’re going
to be fine in here. But a lot of people,
the only time they hear a click is every
couple of years when they record an
album.
People go to school to learn technique
and technical stuff, yet this stuff is
probably as important, if not more.
Yeah, it is. And maybe you don’t have
what it takes because you don’t have the
social skills. Maybe you’re not able to
cater to their personality in tandem with
their artistic vision, and whatever you
need to do to meet both of those ends.

When a band hires you to do their
record, what should they come in with?
If it’s the full treatment, I prefer to have a
day or two of pre-production a minimum
of two weeks before the first tracking
date, ideally a month.
Is that here?
Yeah. Whoever wrote the songs comes
in with their instrument or instruments,
and we go over every song, one riff at a
time, writing the clicks. “That riff feels a
little slow at 135, let’s try 136.” And we’ll
play riffs over and over again, write all
the clicks with scratch guitars, usually
plugged in direct, running through an
amp sim in Pro Tools. Ideally, we have the
whole band here for that. The drummer
is playing on his lap or whatever, the
vocalist is making sure he’s not going to
be rushing or singing his parts too slow.
If you do it with just the guitar players,
sometimes tracking day comes around
and the drummer’s like “Oh, that’s fast...”
At the end, I’ll make a bounce with clicks
and guitars and another bounce of just
clicks and tell them to go home and
practice with them on their own. Run
the clicks through their PA, practice with
them as a band, just get the clicks into
you. And more importantly, make sure
these tempos are correct. Often after the
pre-production day, it’ll be like, “Yeah,
there’s a couple parts that are, kind of
messed up.” If it’s only two or three riffs,
that’s no big deal; we can we can fix them
as we go on the drum tracking day.
After that, the first tracking will usually
be drums, which is usually two days
for a full-length. I’ll try to load in, set
up, and get sounds the night before,
because that’ll take 2, 3, 4 hours if you’re
taking your time getting drum sounds.
That’ll be a Friday night and then we’ll
start Saturday at noon so people come
in fresh.
Do you try to record song one, song
two, or do you do all the drums, all the
bass, all the guitar…?
I usually do drums and then ideally,
maybe a week, next week or even two
weeks from then we’ll do guitars, bass,
that way it gives me a chance to edit the
drums which can be very time-consuming
with the particular genres of music I tend
towards.

↑ Tracking drums with Nucleus

Would you say that most of the drums
get edited? Does anyone come in
here and just go straight to the final
product, or does it all need editing?
Again, total transparency here, I’d say
most drummers need some editing. Even
if we’re using a click and the drummer’s
good and the drummer’s on, drummers
have a tendency to rush, as much as a
32nd note, just right in front of the click
the whole time. You could almost chop
entire sections and just nudge them a
certain amount of milliseconds and the
whole thing would be more on. That’s
what I would call light editing, not like
chopping and quantizing every single hit.
Do you do heavy editing for some
things, like technical death metal?
Would you quantize all that?
Yeah, depending on the project. I
mentioned today’s standards of metal
production. At the very least, it needs to
be a perceivably perfect performance,
aside from wrestling with the mix itself.
You have so much else to worry about
while mixing metal — you’ve got these
double bass blastbeats, extreme drums,
you’ve got distorted bass, distorted
guitars, all tuned down to something
like B, you’ve got growling vocals and
often distorted vocals, and just making
a mix sound large and clear and heavy
and coherent like that is challenging
enough without having stuff not be tight.
Everything needs to be pretty airtight.
Having said that, though, I try to leave
everything as organic as possible. I
kind of pride myself on getting a
mostly organic drum sound, not like
100% samples or anything like that. I
mix my room mics as high as possible.
And that’s basically how you get a
recording to sound like a dude in a room
playing drums, is pay attention to your
room mics.
When a band comes in to record
something, what can they do to make
their life here easier? And your life
easier? What do you wish bands
would be doing before they set foot in
the door?
Their own pre-production. Meaning they
have some sort of DAW where they can
build tempo maps and record guitar. In
this day and age, I don’t really see a
reason anyone should not be able to.
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You could probably do pre-production
for a full album on a phone. Even Guitar
Pro — you can transcribe your guitar
parts, then send someone that for
pre-production.
That’s what the Nucleus guys do and I so
greatly appreciate that. Dave comes in
here with the MIDI scratch guitars, which
is actually superior to an organic scratch
guitar because it’s inhumanly perfect;
you know exactly what the riff is supposed to be, when and where. And then
another MIDI file with the tempo maps
that I can just import into Pro Tools, and
we have the whole record laid out before
us, with a scratch guitar as a guide, and
we can just begin tracking.
I’ve never thought of using Guitar Pro
as pre-production for a session. That’s
really smart.
Yeah, I think that’s a lot of how Dave
writes. The Nucleus guys are always
great with recording. They come in very
prepared, well-rehearsed to their own
clicks that they write and practice to
without me even asking them.
Are bands here for mixing? Do you
want them here?
Usually the only attended mixing I do is
late-stage mixing. I prefer to do most of
the mixing on my own because a lot of
that is boring, especially if you’re starting
a mix from scratch and soloing up snare
and snare bottom, and cueing everything
and getting compression and experimenting. It’s almost counterproductive to
have the client around in the early stages
of the mix, so I’ll usually mix and reference them in my car before I show the
client anything. Send them something
that sounds really good so that’s the
first thing they hear when they’re giving
you notes. “Sounds really good, but can
you do this here, here, here and maybe a
little bit, you know, less of this…”
If anything, I’ll schedule an attended final
mix session. Everyone is mostly happy
and we’re all sitting around discussing
different production ideas so to speak,
like vocal effects, guitar effects, delay
throws, things like that. Sometimes I’ll do
attended car referencing. We’re sitting
around doing what we hope are final
mixes, and then we burn them, go to the
parking lot, listen, come back in…

What about mastering? Should bands
be around for that?
It’s same kind of thing, really. I think a
lot of people don’t really understand
what mastering is. Usually, I’ll have
the dynamics vs. loudness discussion
with them. And some people want the
dynamics. All right, great. This gives me
license to mix and not worry about slamming everything to the ceiling. And some
people want it as loud as possible, which
is also kind of cool in its own way and
presents its own challenges. I oftentimes
will try to kind of get the best of both
worlds: as loud as possible without
compromising dynamics too much.
Do most people who come here
understand that you’re going to
produce them, as opposed to just set
up mics and track them?
Yeah, that’s a conversation I used to
have more. More often at the beginning
of the project, like in the pre-production
phase. “You’ve hired me to record your
product and turn atmospheric pressure
into a physical tangible form in some
way. But I would also like to extend my
services as a producer, this means me
being the fifth or sixth member of the
band making artistic suggestions and
even decisions in order to make this the
best piece of art possible, perceivably
to the most amount of people possible.
Would you like me to do that?” And most
people say yes. It’s really cool to be able
to have that relationship with a band
for that short amount of time. That’s an
extremely unique relationship that most
people who aren’t music producers ever
get to experience in their life — to have
the honor of a band putting their blood,
sweat, and tears into your hands and say,
“Do the best you can with our art, make
this the vision that we’re looking for,” and
to be accepted as a sort of member of
that artistic process. It’s pretty cool. 

Christine Kelly

Owner of Tridroid Records on cassettes and resurrection.
INTERVIEW BY SEBASTIAN GREGORY
From the avantgarde metal of Violet Cold to the stoner rock of Mothership and
everything in between, owner Christine Kelly of Tridroid Records has been
supporting the musical visions of creative people from around the world
ever since she bought the label in 2016. Tridroid has issued gorgeous
boutique cassette re-releases of high profile bands (for instance, the
first Enslaved album, Vikingligr Veldi and Wardruna’s Runaljod
– Ragnarok) while also championing a wide variety of lesser
known bands from every known corner of the extreme
metal pantheon.
Tridroid Records itself was started
in 2012 by Andrew Rehberger in
Minneapolis, MN. He worked with a lot
of local acts with an affinity for black
metal bands. It was primarily a cassette
focused label, ahead of the curve of the
tape renaissance and he worked with
some of the major metal labels like
Century Media to do cassette reissues,
like Unleashed’s Sworn Allegiance.
In 2016, Andrew and his label mate
Jason Oberuc were looking to find new
ownership for Tridroid. Christine Kelly is
a self-described metal nerd who worked
in college radio, wrote for Wormgear,
and briefly co-owned an indie label. As
a long time Tridroid customer who loves
the cassette format, she jumped at the
chance to take over an established label.
She moved Tridroid to Brooklyn in 2016
and continued to put out quality releases
from independent metal bands while
maintaining a relationship with the major
metal labels.
In 2018 she put the label on hiatus for
six months while she relocated from
New York to Lousiana and eventually to
Texas where she relaunched the label.

Ghostwriter, Burial Grounds cassette
(Tridroid Records, 2019)

You’ve worked with a fascinating array
of talent in nearly every genre of heavy
music I know. Is there a common thread
connecting them all?
I honestly just enjoy working with artists
I like, and I want to get more ears on
them if I can! I also took inspiration from
how Andrew ran the label, because he
didn’t stick to any specific subgenres of
metal - he did it all! He definitely had
an affinity for thrash (the first release
he did, I believe, was a compilation
called Thrash Sells But Who’s Buyin’?) but
released a ton of doom, death, black… it
really ran the gamut. So I didn’t place
limits on what I was going to release or
try to create an “aesthetic” necessarily
with what kind of music I’d be putting
out. I guess the only common thread
is that I like them as musicians and as
people.

The attention to detail you lavish on
artwork and presentation for your
releases is noticeably exceptional. Why
is that so important to you as a label
owner?
Thank you! I think it’s because, as a
customer and someone who’s bought
tons of physical media, I always liked
having a nice ‘piece’ to look at while I
was enjoying the music. If what I’m doing
isn’t adding to the experience of enjoying
the music, then what am I doing?
Musicians can sometimes be more
focused on the music than the art
or packaging. Is a band’s level of
interest in the art and packaging
a consideration when it comes to
working with them?
Not generally. If they’re not interested
in packaging and presentation, I can
definitely fill in that gap. The one thing
I would say, though, is that cover art is
hugely important to how something sells,
so don’t skimp on your cover art.
How did you refocus the direction
of the label when you relaunched in
2018?
Back in 2018, I had what I guess a psych
expert would call a “Major Depressive
Episode” right before, during, and
after we moved from Brooklyn to rural
Louisiana. I really dropped the ball on a
lot of projects and let a lot of customers
and artists down. As I was emerging

What do you wish bands had done in
the past that would make your job
easier and the band’s reissues better?
Mostly just get back to me, hah. I get
frustrated if I’m working on the project
and communication is slow. That’s
extremely rare, though. Usually I’m the
slow one.

Tridroid’s extravagent 2018 cassette reissue of Enslaved’s Vikingligr Veldi
from the worst of it, I was reaching
out to people I needed to apologize to
and realized that (for the most part)
they weren’t angry with me, they were
genuinely worried and glad that I was ok.
Many also said they’d had a lot of anxiety
and depression issues but hadn’t been
public with them. As I talked to artists
and customers more and explained what
was going on, I realized that there are a
ton of people going through what I was
going through but more silently. So I
resolved to myself that a major part of

Anyway, all of that is to say that after that
experience, I relaunched with a different
understanding of how I was going to run
my business so that I could also focus on
my mental health. Instead of hustling to
the point of a breakdown, I decided to
do things at my own pace and in my own
way. There is no right way to do this, and
freeing myself from the stringent expectations I’d placed on myself helped a lot.
From an outside perspective, it probably
didn’t look that different but it definitely
feels different (and better!) to me.

Given that you have done successful
reissues of classic metal for major
labels, and licensed cassette releases
for current bands on other labels, and
released tapes for bands you’ve helped
develop... is one of these projects more
satisfying to you as a label owner, and
why would you say that is?
Thinking through it, not really. Though
moving forward I’ll be doing fewer
licensed releases and co-releases
because I’ll be putting out some records
soon, as well as cassettes. I’m starting
out slow with just a few projects, and
we’ll see how it goes!
Tridroid does a lot of cassette releases,
so I’m curious to get your take on
why cassettes have experienced a
resurgence as a popular media format.
I know why I still love them, but what
do you think is behind it?
I also know why I love them, but I’m not
sure why they’ve surged in popularity.
It really started from the underground
with metal and noise labels in particular,
though arguably cassettes never went
away for noise. It’s kinda nuts to me that

I feel like especially in metal circles, people weren’t talking about mental health at all.
I’ve seen that start to change since that time, which I think is really rad.
re-launching the label would be being
honest about my mental health and
publicly speaking up about what I’d gone
through as a way to try to give a voice
and provide an example for everyone
else who either didn’t have a platform or
didn’t feel comfortable talking about it
themselves. I feel like especially in metal
circles, people weren’t talking about
mental health at all. I’ve seen that start
to change since that time, which I think
is really rad.
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Tridroid does a lot of reissues, both
classics and newer titles. How do you
decide what to release?
The long and short answer to that is that
I release things I like. Sometimes I get
a huge opportunity to work with bands
that I’d never expect to be able work with
(for example, Enslaved and Wardruna),
and sometimes I’ll see a band I’ve never
heard of before play live and want to
put out their release on tape. I also
know quite a few musicians, and if one
I respect and want to work with reaches
out, I jump at the opportunity. The high
creative level of the artists and musicians I get to work with absolutely blows
my mind, if I’m honest.

now artists like Billie Eilish and Lana del
Rey releasing tapes affects my release
schedule, but I’m not gonna complain
too hard about it; it’s just kinda funny. It
also illustrates that cassette production
needs to expand, especially since tapes
are hitting the mainstream and are
getting stocked in Urban Outfitters.
Did the recent shortage of ferric oxide
tape caused any complications in your
release schedule?
Yes, it absolutely did. 2019 was a total
nightmare for tape labels, and we
weren’t getting a lot of communication
about what was going on until the end.
What a mess. 2020 is a bit better, but I’ve

already had a release be late because of
a certain pop star using a cassette shell
and buying out all the stock domestically.
Just gotta stay on my toes. But again,
cassette production needs to expand.
Are there any business or practical
advantages to cassettes that bands
can take advantage of?
They’re light, easy to pack, hardy, and the
overhead is low. If you’re wanting to start
releasing things on a physical format,
they provide a much lower cost barrier
to entry.
You have a strong presence on
Bandcamp; does that distribution/
advertising model work for you, and if
so, what do you like about it?
It works well for me! Originally I also had
a Storenvy and sold things from both
sites, but it’s a lot easier to just consolidate everything so customers can both
stream the album and buy a copy.
Are you looking for new artists, and
do you have a policy for unsolicited
demos or bands who want to get
in touch?
Sort of yes and no. I do get more demos
than I can listen to in general, and I
do prefer to find bands I want to work
with on my own, but I’ve absolutely
put out things that were emailed to me
as submissions. For anyone curious,
I don’t work with racists, homophobes,
transphobes, misogynists, fascists or any
other type of garbage person, so if you’re
one of those or if that policy bothers you,

Putrescine, The One Reborn cassette
(Tridroid Records, 2020)

please submit your demo directly into
your toilet and flush. For all others, my
email is info@tridroid.com.
What does a band need to bring to the
table when they approach you about
releasing their music? Past sales,
actively touring, great art… What gets
your attention?
What gets my attention first is your
email. Why do you wanna work with me?
What do you like that I’m doing? Are you
connected to another artist on the label
that recommended us working together?
It’s nice to already have a following
or actively tour (and great art is a big
must!), but I can work around both of
those things and try to help you build
a following. I do prefer people who can
self-promote, though, because I can only
do so much on my own.
The last word is yours: can you tell
us what new releases are coming out
and what your plans are for Tridroid
in 2020?
Already in 2020, I’ve put out the
Body Void/Keeper split and Putrescine,
The One Reborn EP on tape, and the
first edition of the Putrescine has sold
out! There’s a second edition available
now. Next I’m releasing an album from
Jenn Taiga, a synth virtuoso I’d compare
to Wendy Carlos. I’ve also got a record
in production of an album we released
on tape in 2019 that sold out almost
immediately, so more on that very soon.

Here are some more hints for things I
haven’t officially announced yet:
• A tape release for a band I saw at
Shadow Woods Metal Fest IV that blew
me away (original CD/digital is from
2018)
• An album on tape for a sludge artist
that made waves with a digital EP and
an interesting cover track back in 2019
• A new album on tape from a solo
German black metal artist I’ve
worked with before (with very special
packaging that will be replicated this
time around!)
• A tape release for my fave doom trio
out of Los Angeles
• An album on tape from a project by
a fellow label owner and friend of
Tridroid
• An album on tape and two re-releases
from a band that Andrew worked with
back when he owned Tridroid
• An album on tape by a solo black
metal artist that just had a highly
reviewed record come out in January
and his more straightforward black
metal side project
And I think that’s it, so far! There’s a lot
to look forward to. Thanks so much for
this interview! 
https://tridroid.bandcamp.com
info@tridroid.com

Bull of Apis Bull of Bronze, Offerings of Flesh and Gold cassette
(Tridroid Records, 2019)

Personal work →
Tshirt design for Hearserider (Belgium) ↓

David Paul Seymour

Insight from the prolific illustrator on why
good art should be important to bands, plus
advice on approaching artists for work and
maintaining a high level of productivity.

If you’re involved in the doom
or stoner scene, you’re probably
familiar with the work of Minnesotabased artist, David Paul Seymour
as his work has been quite popular
with the weedian set for the last
few years. At dank, dimly lit shows
overrun with faded prints on black
tshirts, a typical DPS design — loose,
energetic, graphic and bright —
practically jumps off the merch
table. They sell, too. One senses that
he learned a few important lessons
during his time playing bass in punk
bands.
David’s also done work for
non-musical endeavors, like
commissioned illustrations for
Burial Beer Co., his comic books, and
his collaboration with fellow artist
Tim Granda on the animated film
project, The Planet of Doom. He also
does regular old art that you can go
buy for your wall right now.
I first worked with David a few years
ago on a shirt design for Witchcryer
and the experience was as professional as any I’ve had with anyone,
in any industry. Great piece (we
still sell it regularly), but also clear
communication, fast turnaround,
strict adherence to deadlines, and
absolutely zero bullshit. Since then,
I’ve gone back to him twice for
more work and had the exact same
experience. This very interview was
returned fully answered 3 hours and
10 minutes after I sent it because,
“It was on my calendar for today.”
David’s art is great, but his efficiency
is next level.
Other sites have covered David’s
story and extensive work as an
artist (we link to a couple good
interviews below), so we got straight
to business.

What mistakes do you see bands make
with regards to art?
Probably the biggest thing I see happen
a lot is just general cheapness. I can’t
understand how a band can invest so
much time and energy into their craft
and their band and then clearly cheap
out with some low-ball budget or worse,
occasionally low-ball quality artwork.
When I see that, I always assume the
band doesn’t really care that much. It’s
very reflective. Invest in yourselves if you
want to be taken seriously.
Why is art a worthy investment for
a band?
As anyone in a band knows, very little
income is generated from touring in and
of itself. It’s actually a suckhole. That’s
where the funding power of the merch
table comes into play. I’ve talked with so
many bands over the years and it’s clear
to me that all it takes is one crazy good

type, we want to make you (the band,
client) happy with what you’re getting. In
my case, I can say given the volume of
commissions I do each year, some days
I’m just not firing on all cylinders when
it comes to brainstorming the next great
concept. Plus, I’ve found through pairing
the band’s idea with my own, we achieve
such a cool collaborative synthesis of
minds. That’s the sweet spot.
Also, money. Please don’t approach
artists of any decent caliber with the
mindset of getting something on the
cheap. We understand you guys need
to turn a profit and the whole point, as
I mentioned earlier, is to make money.
Band merch is essentially constant
fundraising. But know that on the flip
side of that, we have to eat and pay our
bills, too. This stuff doesn’t draw itself!
I find it funny that a guy in a band will
easily pay his tattoo artist 2-3x what it is

Hire an artist you trust. Give them your concepts,
share your lyrics and bigger vision, maybe some
references, then get the fuck out of the way.
shirt design or eye-catching album cover
to put cash in a band’s pocket over and
over again, both on the road and off.
I’m glad you referred to it as an investment. That’s exactly what that is. Yes, it’s
going to cost you some coin on the front
end, between paying an artist like me,
and then the printer too, but once the tax
is paid, if you’re smart in how you market
it, it’s an incredible source of cash for
years to come.
Logos are also an important thing to
bands in this day and age. Bands are
essentially brands. A great band logo
should be the first and most important
thing a band focuses on. And should be
willing to pay more for [a logo] than an
album cover, even.
What should a band have ready before
they approach an artist?
I’m sure I’m not just speaking for myself
here, but have a fully fleshed out idea.
The assumption is that all artists want
to just draw whatever they want, and
for some artists this may be true, but
unless the artist is a pretentious diva

What should a band do or not do when
they work with an artist?
I probably covered some of this already,
but I would add don’t put your artist
through the ringer with dozens of
nit-picky revision requests. Hire an artist
you trust. Give him your concepts, show
him/her some references maybe, share
your lyrics and bigger vision with us, then
get the fuck out of the way. Hire an artist
whose work you have loved seeing time
and again, then put your trust in that
person to create something that’s going
to kick ass.
When you create art for yourself, how
do you know when a piece is done?
I’m not a big putzy guy. I’m not a tortured
artist. I don’t die on the vine every time I
do a piece. I had a great mentor along my
path who taught me to create something
great and put my everything into it, but
to just know instinctively when to put the
pen down and close the deal. I dunno…
like I said, I guess it’s instinct. And a trust
in myself. Hard to teach, and very hard to
learn. I suppose if art is still your hobby,
who cares how long it takes, right? But
if you’re like me and it’s your craft and

I’m asking for, but can’t see the value in
paying me for my time. And four dudes
can’t pool together what us artists ask as
compensation? I doubt it. Now, this is the
exception, not the rule. The vast majority
of bands who approach me are very easy
to deal with this in this regard.
And when it comes time to pay the bill,
don’t have us bust our ass then ask if
you can pay us in two weeks when it’s
handy for you. Have the cash set aside
before you pull the trigger. We’re no
different than your barber, tattoo artist
or a waitress in a restaurant: if you’re
climbing in the chair, be ready to pay the
man when he’s done.
The third and final thing is professionalism. Elect one point-person to
approach and deal with the artist. We
get that you guys make decisions by
committee, but don’t have us navigate
through four guys’ rambling ideas! Also,
be diligent about returning our emails in
a timely manner. We’re working hard for
you…don’t sluff us off.

Tshirt design for Freya (NY)
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your profession, you have to learn how to
balance the two worlds of being an artist
as well as a business person.

data into a great composition, but that’s
far easier on my brain than having to pull
the whole thing down out of my own ether.

You’re incredibly productive. Do
you rely on any systems, tools or
techniques to maintain that?
Absolutely. Yes. While there’s no realistic
way I can get around having to hit the
drawing board from scratch each time
for every client, I’ve found a way to
standardize and boilerplate everything
else more or less. Boilerplate formatted
emails, keyword-triggered autofill
responses on my phone, standardized
pricing and a “SHOP RULES” document I
give to everyone that I do work for, that I
never deviate from, to name a few things.

Have you dealt with burnout?
Not necessarily uninspired, just
overworked.
Constantly dealing with that. It’s human
nature for it to happen in creative
work — especially in creative production
work; and especially at the high level
myself and my peers operate at. It’s a
lot of volume. And repetition. We as
humans really weren’t built generally for
repetitive tasking. So, I guess the saving
grace for me, and I suspect for a lot of
artists, is to allow yourself to go off on
side projects from time to time that keep
the excitement level up. I’m also always
striving to steer the artform in new and
different directions that keep things
fresh and inspiring. These phases pass
pretty quickly when you look around
at your own accomplishments and get
recharged that way. Burnout generally
doesn’t really come from not liking
what I’m doing so much as a feeling of
personal stagnation. But it’s up to me to
remedy that ailment.

As far as the actual work, I draw
everything with the same set of pens,
same kind of and size of paper, computer
templates for layouts, and I’ve even
gotten my color palate dovn from a bazillion colors ten years ago to like 20 now.
Have you dealt with writers block or
periods of feeling uninspired?
Of course. I’d like to meet a creative
mind that hasn’t. I guess I’m glad (as I
mentioned earlier) that I feel great about
letting the client drive the boat as far as
the concepts for the projects go, because
it’s saved me from a lot of that. That’s kind of
my go-to for ensuring writer’s block isn’t
something I generally have to contend
with. Of course I have to still distill that
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What does it really mean to commit to
a creative life? Is “living the dream” all
it’s cracked up to be?
It is most definitely all that it seems. And
also sometimes unfortunately things
that you wouldn’t think it is. When you
work at a day job, whether you like it or
not, you at least don’t have to dwell on

if work will be waiting for you the next
week. You can pretty much clock in and
just tune the fuck out if you like, you’re
probably gonna get a paycheck no matter
what. I don’t have that luxury. I also get
fucked hard if I have “sick days” or god
forbid want to take a few days off and
travel. That’s almost entirely unthinkable
for me, which really sucks. Also, in my
case, my operation isn’t scaleable. I can’t
hire employees to do what I do. And
probably if I could, my clients would
have a fucking fit. haha. My hand has to
touch everything from start to finish, so
I’m kinda fucked there, too. I never have
the luxury of “leaving work at the office.”
I’m always on call, always attached
to my phone, and always having to
focus on keeping myself out there and
relevant so the well never dries. That
would be homelessness for me and my
wife and three kids. They depend on
me to provide solely now, which is a
tremendous amount of pressure on me
every day.
But, that all being said, I’ve never
once — not once — thought for a second
about returning to a job where I sit in
some cubicle again working with people
I fucking hate and taking orders from
some a-hole who’s telling me when I can
come and go and when and for how long
I can go eat food. No thanks. 
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Bandcamp optimizations

that won’t take long and might help you sell some stuff.
With shows shut down across the US for the foreseeable future, Bandcamp has
become the de facto merch table for a lot of us, so spending a bit of time improving
it while we’re on lockdown makes sense. None of this is rocket science, nor should it
take very long, but the effort might help you sell a bit more during lockdown, and the
improvements will keep paying dividends when things get back to normal.

Your Profile

1 Review your profile info
Open the user menu in the upper
right corner (see Fig. 1 below), and
click Edit Profile:
• Make sure your Website URL is
correct and the site works
• Add any social media accounts
you’re active on (and remove any
you’re not)
• Make sure the Email for fans is
up-to-date and working. If you
route a bunch of email accounts to
your Gmail account, make sure that
wiring still works.

Your Page
2 Fine-tune your Genre Tags
Right below the Main Genre setting,
set up your genre tags. Bandcamp
lets users follow one another, and
their Feed is an endless scroll of
albums bought by people they follow.
At the bottom of each block — which
includes a host of information about
the album purchased — is a row
of tags, which appear to be all of
the artist’s Genre Tags, plus their
Location (see Fig. 2 below)

3 Update your artist pic & bio
If either of these are out-of-date with
your latest release or social media
outlets, bring them up to speed.
They don’t have much presence on
your page, but it only take a couple
minutes to copy & paste.

• Set your Main Genre. This drives
the Discover area, so get yourself in
the right ballpark.

Figure 1: Bandcamp user menu
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Figure 2: Pale Divine’s new album as it appears in the Feed.
Note the Genre Tags displayed at the bottom.

“Eh, we’re not on Bandcamp.”
Might want to rethink that. As of press
time, the Bandcamp home page says that
“Fans have paid artists $556 million using
Bandcamp, and $12.9 million in the last
30 days,” and from the look of things,
a good chunk of that is going to heavy
bands. Metal occupies the #2 slot in the
site’s Search and discover music feature

(home page, top toolbar), metal bands
and labels are featured regularly on the
Bandcamp blog (daily.bandcamp.com)
and you don’t have to watch the
real-time Selling Right Now feed on
the home page very long before some
familiar face pops up.

Edit Music
4 Improve album descriptions
Use the About This Album field to
sell the album to whomever reads
it. Assume the reader doesn’t
know who you are and give them a
half-sentence bio, then tell them
about the album. Mention anything
interesting or unique about it, like
lyrical themes & concepts, special
guests, new influences, how you
recorded it (all analog, live in studio,
no overdubs, etc.)...anything that
piques their interest and gets them
to listen. Include snippets or ratings
from any positive reviews you have
(and update them if you get better
ones). If your tracks are high-res,
mention that, and include specifics
(96khz/48bit, etc.).
Use the Album Credits field to note
band members, guest musicians,
recording & mastering engineers,
cover artist, photographer, layout
designer, music and lyric credits,
copyright and publishing info, etc.

5 Add lyrics to songs
Bandcamp says, “Google searches
are the single largest source of sales
(surpassing even Facebook), and
your fans [are] frequently searching
for that one lyric snippet they
remember.” Bandcamp also embeds
song lyrics in the downloads, which
then show up in various players.

Sure, Bandcamp takes a small cut of yourmusic sales, but they don’t touch physical
merch or postage, and considering how
many tools and services are packed into the
platform, it seems like a small price to pay.
If nothing else, it’s worth a second look.

User Menu
6 Review your pricing
If you have material that isn’t selling
any more, consider making it “Name
Your Price” by setting the price to $0
and ticking the “let fans pay more”
checkbox. Let fans pay more because
a free download will not appear in
people’s Collections (and possibly the
Feed), which is where you want to be.*
If you have material that still sells but
could use a boost, make it NYP for a
limited time and promote it on your
social networks.
*This bit of info was found in Marc Eric
Gagnon’s excellent Bandcamp article,
which is definitely worth a read over
on the Ripple Music blog.

7 Review your shipping fees
If you haven’t looked at the S&H
prices for your physical merch since
you set them up, make sure they’re
still accurate, especially international.
USPS has a good postage estimator
you can use to punch in sizes,
weights and shipping method (media
mail, first class, etc.), and you can
always poke around and see what
other bands are charging.

8 Tweak your page to match
your album art

If you have the resources, make a
custom header that incorporates
your logo and a custom background
image that incorporates the art of
your latest album. If you can’t make
custom pieces, try uploading your
logo for the header and album art
(preferably without logo/title) as
the page background; you might get
lucky. If nothing else, you can quickly
tweak the colors to match your latest
release in User Menu > page design.

9 Thank your supporters
When someone buys from you, they
can opt-in to be added to your
mailing list. Bandcamp saves all
those email addresses for you, and
you can download them under User
Menu > Tools. Download that list
periodically (use the Export new
addresses only button to skip the
ones you’ve already downloaded) and
send them a thank you note before
adding them to your main list in
MailChimp, etc.

This article barely scratches the
surface of what you can do with
Bandcamp, but it’s a easy start
towards building a strong page,
improving your visibility in search
and using some of the more
advanced tools. 

Recording together .................. apart
Advice on collaborative recording from separate locations.
BY JASON MUXLOW

With much of the country in some type of lockdown, loads of us are trying
to collaborate from our home studios. There’s no one way to do it, but there
are some things you only learn after trying and failing a few times, which
I’ve done plenty of in the last 20 years. Some of this may help.

Recognize what you’re doing

Leave 4 empty bars

It’s probably one of the following:

When setting up the main session, place
a marker at the start of bar 5 to mark
the start of the song. When you bounce
stems for collaborators, you can include
a few empty bars of click at the start
for the sake of anyone who has to press
record, walk to a drum kit, sit down,
put on headphones, pick up sticks and
get in the groove before the downbeat.
Same for singers who might have to get
situated in a makeshift vocal booth.

• Sketching out ideas — Work fast and
don’t sweat audio quality (MP3 stems
are perfectly fine). Build just enough
for your singer to work with. If the song
has legs, you’ll re-record it all properly.
• Pre-production — Take time to get the
tempos right and work out most of
what you intend to do in the studio so
the producer isn’t surprised.
• Recording for release — Much harder.
Sweat the details, get great tones and
deliver great performances.

Choose a point person
The point person owns the main session
and is responsible for exporting stems
for collaborators, importing tracks from
collaborators and producing rough
mixes. It requires a lot of time sitting at a
computer and fussing with files, so don’t
volunteer if that’s not your thing.

Agree on audio specs
DAWs are pretty good about importing
and converting different kinds of files,
but it’s a good idea to have everyone
use the same sample rate and bit depth
when they record.

Set up a file exchange
Everyone participating gets on board
with one service: Google Drive, Dropbox,
iCloud... any of them will work and most
offer enough free space to get through a
demo or two. Upload all the stems and
tracks here. Use folders to stay organized.

To click, or not to click...
If you’re putting down the first track(s)
and you’re not the drummer, you should
probably use a click. There’s no eye
contact when you’re remote. If you are
the drummer or there is no drummer, it’s
your call, but you probably should.

Record bass & guitar DIs
If at all possible, capture the DI along
with any mic’d amps. You may never
use them, but if the mixer needs them
6 weeks from now and you don’t have
them, you’ll really wish you had.

Export from 0
If you’re a collaborator, the files you
export must start at the same point as
the stem you were given so it all lines up
when it goes back into the main session.
It’s not hard, but it’s easy to goof up,
which wastes a lot of time.

In no way, shape or form does
recording in this manner match up
to recording at a studio. It can do
in a pinch, though, and even when
lockdown is lifted, some of these
skills can come in quite handy.

A flow that works
This is roughly how I’ve done a few
projects, with a few tweaks. This is
hardly the only way to do this, but it
can work in a pinch. Note that I’m a
guitarist, which skews things.
• Write some music.
• Start a new DAW session. Work out
tempos and sketch just enough fake
drums to get the idea across.
• Record enough rhythm guitars to
get the song structure down. Send
a stereo stem of guitars (no drums)
and a separate, audio click track to
the drummer. Keeping the click track
separate lets them adjust volume
during recording and mute it when
they listen back.
• Drummer records to rough mix
and returns either a stereo stem
(for sketch/pre-pro) or individual,
full-res tracks (release).
• Re-record guitars to drums, add
bass and anything else needed by
the singer. Send stereo rough mix
to singer.
• Singer records to rough mix, returns
individual full-res tracks.
• Rough mix the vocals, add additional instruments, layers, etc.
• Bounce back and forth with
collaborators, rearranging if necessary until the arrangement is locked.

Special thanks to Lothar Keller (The Skull,
Qumran Records) for contributing a
couple points that ended up in this piece.
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Ominous believes all musicians deserve a pedalboard that reflects
their unique style and taste. That’s why all Ominous pedalboards are
one-of-a-kind, just like the musicians who use them.
Custom builds typically range between $40-$150. For a quick and free
estimate, send ideas and specs for your custom board to:
ominouspedalboards@gmail.com
Prebuilt boards are available at: Reverb.com/shop/ominous
Instagram: @ominous.pedalboards

PUBLISHER’S NOTES

What are we trying to do here?
The germ of Workhorse has been kicking around in my brain
for well over a decade. I’ve taken a couple runs at it and was
firmly rebuked the universe each time, but it keeps coming
back. I think there’s a lot of us out here, working on our craft,
often in the middle of nowhere, trying to make something
happen in a unique space with its own way of doing things..
“There should be a magazine that’s just about all this...stuff.”
And so, we’ve arrived at issue #1. It’s a bit slim, but the seed
has been planted. We’ll see if it takes root.
Enormous thanks to everyone who encouraged this along,
pitched in to help, or took time to speak to us with no
guarantee that it’d ever see the light of day. It means more
than you know.
Issue 2 is underway, slated for November (we’re keeping it
quarterly until we know what we’re doing), and we’re going
to work on bringing in more voices so it’s not just three
white dudes in their 40s doing the writing. That’s important.
In the meantime, stay safe, be patient, be good to each other,
and take care of yourselves. We’ll get through this. Cheers.
Jason Muxlow,
Guitarist, Publisher

Workhorse Magazine, c/o Harvester Publishing
PO Box 322 • Hutto TX 78634

